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The Hill and the Hole: From Apu to Resource in the Post-Industrial Andean Landscape
by
Giacomo Bruno Castagnola Chaparro
Submitted to the department of architecture on May 9, 2013 in Partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Science in Art, Culture and Technology
Abstract
This thesis takes as a starting point two images: on the one hand I use the old, historically and
symbolically loaded image of the apu, which in Quechua means the spirit of the sacred mountain
and the home of the ancestors. The apu is also the icon for the environment as whole and stands
for the undivided relationship between people and land. I argue that through the historic
processes of colonization, modernization, industrialization and globalization, this "whole" is
fragmented into the symbolic and literal hill and hole that have resulted from sustained neo-
liberal economic policies and uneven forms of development. The opposing iconographies of the
hill and the hole articulate a model of fragmentation that channels the contested Peruvian history
of urbanization and dispossession. I argue this history has been informed by dichotomies
between the national state and indigenous communities, between the city and the countryside,
and between the formal and the informal settlements. While the hill in this thesis stands for
gradual settlement by informal occupation, and the migratory and phenomenological conditions
that this implies, the hole is the symbol of land exploitation through open pit mining, of
fragmentation, and of dispossession brought on by accelerated economic policies. Therefore, two
interwoven histories will compose this rigorous yet speculative analysis as a way to unearthen
this complex history, the emblematic hill of San Cristobal in the capital city of Lima that has
been occupied for nearly a century with informal settlement, and the post-industrial hole being
produced by contemporary mining at the politically symbolic site where the town of Morococha
in the Andes now stands. I excavate relevant political and economic accounts, while also
reviewing artistic and architectural practices that have shaped and interpreted the territory and
the economy. This research, and the analysis of formal and informal artistic and design strategies
that I have undertaken, ultimately outline new methodologies and concepts that redefine my own
work as an artists, architect, and designer within a research-based, analytical, and critical spatial
practice.
Thesis Supervisor: Gediminas Urbonas
Title: Associate Professor of Art, Culture, and Technology
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Introduction
The Hill and the Hole: From Apu to Resource in the Post-Industrial Andean Landscape
establishes a symbiotic relationship between informal developments on the Cerro San Cristobal
(San Cristobal hill) from the early part of the twentieth century in Lima, Peru, and the current
formal investments in open-pit mining in the towns of the high Andes. The socio-territorial
conflicts that both exemplify, and their dialectic tension, make evident the character of state
capitalism in the Peruvian territory and the counter-acts of informal development and socio-
political labor movements. Cerro San Cristobal is an important geographic entity in Lima, as it
imposes itself on the surroundings with a top-layer of informal reality, a direct expression of a
fragmented, socioeconomic class. This hill is also the expression of the Andes in the capital and
shares the deep symbolism of those mountains in pre-Hispanic history, I will argue that it
represents all the Andes in the city because of its mountainous and orographic qualities. This
informal mountain is counterposed to the formal excavations created by contemporary mining in
the Andes, studied in this thesis through the city of Morococha and its history of labor unrest and
territorial conflict. Mining utilizes extraction and ore processing of great masses of mountainous
soil and rock, generating great industrial open-pits-holes in the geography of the Andes where
the landscape is transformed physically and chemically, but also spatially, symbolically and
metaphorically.
Having lived and studied the emergent cities of Lima and Tijuana, for this thesis I am
using as part of the methodology the exercises realized through my own practice in architecture,
design and artistic interventions. They are presented in this thesis as examples of ways of
thinking and applying empirical and academic knowledge developed with the aim of embodying
the experience of informality. Likewise and utilizing analogue process directed towards mining, I
hope to develop new mechanisms to interpret and critically engage the mining and its chemical
and social effects in the post-industrial landscape of the Andes.
Chapter 1 explores the symbolic and emblematic constitution of the Cerro San Cristobal
(San Cristobal Hill) located in the colonial downtown of Lima. This historic hill will be
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presented as an informally developed or self-manufactured apu,I which represent the
physicalization and material/spatial embodiment of economic, social and territorial
fragmentation throughout the country, forcing mass internal migrations to the capital city of
Lima. In this thesis, Cerro San Cristobal is understood as an apu, which is a geographic and
symbolic pre-Hispanic term that describes the "spirit of the mountain." Accordingly, I take Cerro
San Cristobal to be an isolated coastal apu and geologically part of the mountain complex
ecosystem of the Andes. For the purposes of my argument I am using this informal hill-and its
physical and abstract character-as an emblem through which I can channel the alchemical
interconnection that exists with the holes left from open-pit mining in the Andes today, and the
current social-territorial struggles caused by this industry.
Three historic moments of the hill will be discussed: First I will describe the pre-Hispanic
history, when the hill or apu was imbued with pantheistic meaning as the petrification of
ancestors; secondly, I will look at the colonial history when the Spaniards baptized the hill as
"Saint Christopher" (San Cristobal); Third, I will conclude with the twentieth century, when the
hill turned into the first site where the State allowed informal settlement to exist.
The disciplines of architecture and urbanism have neglected and understudied these
informal contentious built environments and have specially been largely ignored in local
architectural academic narratives throughout South America. This is something that practitioners
have been reacting over the past ten years, and my own practice as an architect began from this
realization. In Chapter 1 of this thesis I will present the research processes and critical
approaches that I developed through walking exercises or derives in the city of Lima starting in
22002 . These exercises were generated as a way of finding tools and mechanisms with which to
understand the morphology and dynamics that take place in informal built environments. With
terms such as urban sedimentation or micro urbanism, which I coined for this exploration, I
gathered the knowledge in my informal city research. This research was then applied using a
multidisciplinary approach that includes design, art and architecture to address different issues
related to the city. These projects, gathered in Chapter 1 under the title Learningfrom the
1 The term "apu" in Quechua represents the spirits of the sacred mountains, home of the ancestors, and the most
powerful of all nature spirits, which protect the local highland people in the Andean's region. This religion and
mythology date back to the pre-Hispanic Inca Empire. The term is used in the Andean regions of Peru, Ecuador, and
Bolivia.
2 Derive literally means to "drift" or "drifting." Like detournement, this term has usually been anglicized as both a
noun and a verb and can be described as "walking about."
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Informal: Embodying Migration in Design, where developed as part Germen Estudio, an art,
design and architecture studio that I established after my immigration to Tijuana in the
US/Mexico border region from 2003 to 2010. Due to the fact that informal cities are always tied
to mass immigration processes, social inequality and uneven territorial developments, the
projects illustrated in this section behave as action research in practice and living that embody
the "informal" as part of an immigrant experience, rather than represent it. In this Chapter I also
outline the architectural and artistic practices of Teddy Cruz from San Diego/Tijuana and
Alejandro Echeverri from Medellin, Colombia in which the issues of informality and its political,
social and territorial issues have been studied and are becoming part of academic learning. This
Chapter concludes with the description of the urban sedimentation process, a slow, time-based
growth, which follows the temporal stages of occupation, accumulation, coagulation and
consolidation, and that I argue it is the process by which the informal hill is constituted.
Chapter 2 will follow with an exploration about mining that digs into political history
inscribed in the Andean territory to open up and make visible what has been historically and
economically underrepresented. Economic speculation of land as a resource will be discussed
following David Harvey's concepts of "neoliberalism as creative destruction" and "accumulation
by disposition," in order to outline the institutional political frameworks that neoliberal economic
policies in Peru have deployed to expand into new global markets, generating fragmented uneven
geographical development. 3 The governmental policies established by the Peruvian ex-president
Alan Garcia Perez toward the privatization of indigenous land and the exploitation of resources
for foreign mining are then outlined to understand the political context in which the social
territorial conflicts emerge, how, and why. Peru's revenue from foreign mining investments is
then exposed to note the national economic dependence on the mining industry.
The mining city of Morococha in the highland Andes of Peru is taken as a representative
case study, of unique history of territorial conflicts carried by mining ever since 1826. The
history of this city will be presented in three key time periods: the first addresses what I describe
as "Morococha's tunnel time." In this period the aboveground and the underground of the town's
history is unearthened through the writings and activism of a key figure of the socialist
movement in Peru, Jose Carlos Mariitegui (1895-1930), whose analysis of labor conditions in
3 David Harvey, "Neoliberalism as Creative Destruction," Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science, vol. 610, NAFTA and Beyond: Alternative Perspective in the Study of Global Trade and Development,
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee and Sage Publications, March 2007), 34.
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Morococha exposed class exploitation previously ignored in the country, providing the basis for
workers unions and later Marxist revolts in the country in 1929. The second time period, that I
call the sinking of Morococha Lake, a man-made industrial disaster which detonated the focus of
Marxist groups towards new labor laws and reforms of unrepresented miners' working
conditions in the Peruvian Andes. The third time period under discussion addresses present
conditions in Morococha since 1990-which mirror those of the past in an uncanny way-and
looks specifically at the Chinese mining company and their present labor and housing strategies,
which means the eventual complete erasure of this important town in the history of labor and
territorial politics in Peru, as the entire town is in the process of being relocated to extract the ore
deposits beneath the town and leave only a gaping hole.
Morococha functions as a specific historical case study in this thesis, but it also typifies
my argument about the effects and relations that stem from the transformation of the hill into the
hole. At both scales, the hill and the hole, I argue, that landscape is not only physically reshaped
but transformed or trans-mutated fundamentally. If in the hill the process of urban sedimentation
is taking place, in the hole the process involves radical changes to its chemical compositions and
material constitutions: the devolution from soil and earth, plant and lake to toxic waste, acid
water, and tailing basin landscapes. I call this process generated by the mining hole instant
dissolution, in which geological and socio-political structures are fragmented, disaggregated and
dissolved.
After researching the sociopolitical and geopolitical perspectives in Chapter 1 and 2,
Chapter 3 outlines the work of five contemporary artists and one collective who have explored
ways to interpret territory and the built and un-built environment. Robert Smithson, Hans
Haacke, Lara Almarcegui, Lucy Raven, and Center for Land Use Interpretation have formulated
practices that re-interpreted the relationship between economic systems and land, labor, and use.
I identify a series of strategies and methods they have utilized that have helped me to think about
the challenges of inserting my work in the contested, real terrain of territorial conflict in Peru. I
present my own works over the last year as a way to establish the mediums and procedures to
make visible the processes that these processes entail. This means involving physical and
economic transformation as a man-made alchemical system that involve accumulation, growth
and consolidation to create material and social structures as part of a cycle of decay,
decomposition, and liquefaction necessary to neo-liberal, global economics.
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Chapter I - Informal Hill
This neighborhood offends everything: It offends the sight, it offends the sense of smell, and offends the
heart. It's afilthy brothel that prostitutes human lfe every day and is, indeed, the beam in the eye of all
Lima.4
Gustavo Riofrio, Lima, Peru, 1978
1.1 Introduction: Informality and the Self-Constructed Hill
Covered entirely by red brick, pixilated houses with all their dried rocky surfaces, the
contour of the hill is like that of a continuous home, individually growing with their own shapes
and speeds according to each owner's decision. This is what I saw ten years ago when was
planning to make my architectural thesis, entitled "Arquitectura popular espontanea en el cerro
San Cristobal" ("Popular Spontaneous Architecture in San Cristobal Hill"). The investigation
focused on a historic and emblematic hill located in downtown Lima, Peru. It exposed the
architectural survival strategies adopted by internal migrants after arriving from the countryside
to the capital who took over the empty hill to build their own houses and services in spontaneous
and contested ways, without permits from the State. This hill and its built environment embodied
the physical representation of the State's incapacity to fulfill the basic needs and services that the
poor and low-income population needed. As a consequence, a new building morphology
emerged, the so-called pueblos jdvenes or "young towns."
Without any planning or formal design expertise, the settlement on Cerro San Cristobal
follows self-construction processes involving growth and consolidation over long periods of
time. Is this a multi-family building in the shape of a hill? I was asking myself this question and
others in front of this hill, a kind of coastal apu, a sacred mountain of the informal. I could not
answer at that time, however, I did not have the semantic tools to read it or totally understand the
complexity of those kinds of informal constructions in the city.
4 Caretas, "Infierno en Lima," vol. N" 195, April 1960, 27. Quoted in Gustavo Riofrio, Se busca terreno para una
barriada, (Lima: Desco, 1978), 93.
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I had my bachelors in architecture and urbanism from the Universidad Ricardo Palma in
Lima-a prestigious architectural program that provided education under a Modernist academic
framework. Although the curricula included important analytical and speculative exercises of
pre-Hispanic ruins and Colonial typologies, it never critically analyzed the informal settlements
as a field of study, nor as a place of inquiry. In the last years of the program I realized that, even
though my peers had great capacity to conceive and design complex and exquisite architectural
structures, if you place an architect in front of an informal settlement he or she will be unable to
recognize, read or describe the morphology of the construction or the design characteristics of
that place. This fact exemplified for me the invisibility of these informal environments within
local academies. Due to systemic class and racial discrimination, which underlines the ruling
class structures embedded into professional career paths in Peru, the profession's disinterest in
understanding the "extra-formal" or the informal architecture, often understood as illegal
settlements by the immigrants from the mountains, is not surprising. Informal settlements are
perceived as the black holes of the city, the anti-city; as if there is nothing to learn from there,
they are not part of the city.
Although the disciplines of architecture and urbanism provided practical knowledge to read
and interpret the formal city, these tools were no sufficient to allow me to access and address the
emergent informal city environments. I argue that other tools, mechanisms, and multidisciplinary
approaches are necessary in order to understand those environments, such as sociological and
anthropological strategies, artistic actions, and research investigations. As will be shown below,
architects, artists and academics throughout the Americas and in Europe have begun to do this
necessary work, and my own practice over the last ten years has also fundamentally focused on
this by analyzing those sites and finding behaviors and typologies that can then be applied to a
variety of architectural, design and artistic projects. Therefore, this Chapter begins by
establishing a historical narrative about Cerro San Cristobal, later giving way to my own work in
relation to informal building and informal economy, as well as to the work of other practitioners.
My analysis addresses both the symbolic and the architectural or built qualities of Cerro San
Cristobal to argue the importance of understanding its underlying socio-political and
environmental implication, as well as its building process and design strategies.
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1.2 El Cerro San Cristobal: The Hill as Paradigmatic Informal Settlement
a) Pre-Hispanic History: The Apu
The emblematic and historic "Cerro San Cristobal" rises above Lima's Valley, is part of a
group of isolated mountains that are the coastal orographic remains of the Andean geography,
forming an apu in the city. The term apu is a Quechua word that means "the spirit of the sacred
mountain," home of the ancestors, the apu is the most powerful of all nature spirits protecting the
highland people in the Andes. This religious and mythological meaning date back to the pre-
Hispanic Inca Empire, and the term is use in the Andean regions of Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia.
Pre-Hispanic peoples considered the complex mountain ecosystem of the Andes the epicenter of
the cosmos. An idea that is expanded by the architect and anthropologist Adine Gavazzi in her
new magisterial book Andean Architecture, in which she writes that for her research she used a
comparative study of anthropology and architectural history as a way to understand the Andean
buildings and constructions. She sees them as deeply contextual structures always embedded
within the surrounding landscape as an integral part of its constitution. She describes the Andean
civilizations as "cosmocentric," meaning that the cosmos was at the center of their universe, not
the earth, and therefore humans are just another element in a complex system, and no the center
of the universe.5
The cosmocentric societies constitute themselves based on the reading of the cosmos, which is reproduced
in miniature in the organization of the territory. The territorial cartography is a projected celestial
cartography, in which the map of the sky can be read in the map of the land... Even as a text or as a
fabric, the landscape is understood and mapped through many composite elements, such as the animated
orography of the apu, the parents' ancestors, the presence of the huacas, sacred places and the
communities.
Adine Gavazzi, Arquitectura Andina: Formas e historia de los espacios sagrados, 2010
For the Incas, the territory was the level in which geological and astrological relations
occurred, where mountains, celestial entities and communities merge. The religion was not
grounded in spiritual metaphysics but rather in theocratic collectivism and materialism based on
agrarian rituals and pantheistic behaviors in relation to the geography and its natural cycles. The
anthropologist Krzystof Makowski states that contrary to the Andean cosmocentric approach,
5 Adine Gavazzi, Arquitectura Andina: Formas e historia de los espacios sagrados, (Milan: Jaba Books, 2010).6 A huaca is a sacred Inca construction
7 Adine Gavazzi. Arquitectura Andina, 30.
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European societies who espoused mercantile capitalism in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth
centuries had an anthropocentric vision inherent in Roman Classical antiquity.8 According to this
perspective, they saw humans as the builders of the environment, not the other way around. For
the European colonizers of the Americas the landscape was controlled and organized in relation
to and by the city and in opposition to the rural (more associated with the feudal period) later in
the industrial revolution this appendages nature to industry through management and
exploitation. According to Makoswki in this scenario Europeans saw the natural landscape as
"transformed and relegated to the peripheries of the non-civilized."9
For me the apu is a vital image and metaphor for developing my ideas about the
confrontation between current economic values and past beliefs. It allows me to identify a single
icon that captures the intensity and complexity of indigenous belief versus the flattening or
dissolution of the mountain into capital.
LIMA.
Vista do Lima, tomada de la torre do Santo Domingo.
8 Krzystof Makowski, prologue to Arquitectura Andina, by Adine Gavazzi, 15.
9 Ibid, 15.
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b) Colonial History: The Spanish Baptism of the Hill
In the colonial era the Spanish always preferred to install their settlements in low-lying
ground, that is why they founded the capital in the coastal flatlands of Lima, next to the Rimac
river and at the edge of the dessert. They had a mix of respect and mistrust of the highlands of
the Andes-a region which, as the key socialist organizer Jose Carlos Mariitegui explained, they
were never able to take over or populate.10 The city of Lima was founded originally as La ciudad
de los Reyes (The City of the Kings) and was the capital of the Viceroyalty of Peru. As part of
the foundation of the city the Spanish placed a cross on the top of the nearest hill. This first cross
was installed on Cerro San Cristobal and was destroyed by the Incas during the siege of Lima in
1536. At the time, Manco Inca, the leader of the Inca army, with the support of Tupac Yupanki,
the last king of the Incas, rebelled against the Spaniards and achieved consecutive victories
against them. Five expeditions sent from Lima to Cuzco-the capital of the Inca Empire-were
defeated managing to strategically cut communication between Cusco and Lima. After these
events, Manco Inca decided to leave Cuzco with his army with the mission to expel the Spanish
from the coastal territories. The battle in Lima took place at the foothill of the largest hill in the
city, where the Inca leader Cusi Yupanqui died in combat. As a result the Inca forces could not
break through the Spanish defenses in Lima and were defeated by the Spaniards leaded by
Hernando Pizarro. Following Pizarro's order, the triumphant conquerors placed a new
commemorative cross on the 400 meters high hill that same day, baptizing the site as Cerro San
Cristobal (Saint Christopher Hill) who was the saint commemorated in Catholic belief the day
the Incas lost that emblematic battle.
The colonial preference established by the Spanish to build in flat areas and not in the hills,
was a pattern that defines the early constitution of the city. Later in the 1900's the hills were
again conquest by the modern migrants which in the Andes they were just to inhabited them.
10 Jose Carlos Mariitegui, 7 Ensayos de Interpretacidn de la Realidad Peruana (Buenos Aires: Capital Intelectual,
2009), 7-9.
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c) Twentieth-Century History: The First Informal Settlement of Lima
Located in the district of San Juan de Lurigancho, the Cerro San Cristobal has an important
position in the history of informality in Peru. The first Spaniards settled next to the Rimac river,
which is the main water source coming down all the way from the highland Andes and ending in
the Pacific Ocean. The river separates the colonial downtown plaza and the Cerro San Cristobal.
It has consistently been marked by the evolutions and transitions in housing infrastructure. In the
beginning of the twentieth century Lima had 103,000 inhabitants and was a small republican
town; however, by 1950, the city had already grown to a million inhabitants due to constant
migration from the countryside to the capital. In the 1920s developers built houses and
residential blocks for the middle and upper class population on Cerro San Cristobal, and by the
end of that decade those building companies as well began to develop areas for low-income
population. What is significant is that in both cases informal settlers and formal developers
always broke the current state regulations in order to achieve more revenue. With only half a
million inhabitants in the 1920's the city was still a small one and the amount of immigrant had
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not yet been a problem, but the formal developers were the first to trace the route for informal
settlements to grow, as Hernando de Soto argues, since they were the first to break building
codes and regulations."
From 1920 to the late 1950s, land invasion in Lima occurred everywhere, from the hills
around downtown Lima-formerly farmer's fields-to the edge of the riverbanks. From the
early 1930s on migration was already unstoppable and the city began to fill with people. It is
within this context that the history of informality in Cerro San Cristobal began. Established since
1915 along the riverbank of the Rimac the informal settlement called "Cantagallo" suffered a
catastrophic flood in 1932 as the water level of the river raised and destroyed a large part of the
settlement and its inhabitants. After this dramatic event, the existing president, Commander
Sanchez Cerro, decided to temporally re-locate the victims to the foothills of the Cerro San
Cristobal, creating a neighborhood named "Leticia." The name was given in memory of an
Amazonian town with the same name that was at that time disputed in a territorial conflict
between Peru and Colombia. After the relocation, new settlers began to expand their footprint up
the hill and everywhere else. This event and the government's subsequent actions marked the
turning point in the history of informal housing in Lima because it was the first time that the
National government granted land rights to the informal settlers and paid for their relocation.
In fact, Lima's growth is largely due to mass internal migration to Lima, as the figures
below attest creating a city where most of the urban area grew in an informal and self-
constructed ways; indeed migrants controlled Lima's growth. Hernando de Soto gives the
following figures, per year, for every 100 Houses built in Lima from 1930 to 1980:
1932: 4 informal and 96 formal
1945: 15 informal and 85 formal
1948: 19 informal and 81 formal
1954: 28 informal and 72 formal
1961: 41 informal and 59 formal
1968: 57 informal and 43 formal
1975: 62 informal and 38 formal
1979: 65 informal and 35 formal
1985: 69 informal and 31 formal
Hernando De Soto, E. Ghersi, and M. Ghibellini, El Otro Sendero, (Peru: Instituto Libertad y Democracia, 1996.),
8 th edition, 1989, 39.
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The city growth driven by the immigrants and the informal strategies deployed by them in
housing, retail and transportation, radically defined the constitution and the character of the
modem Lima. The occupation of the Cerro San Cristobal became part of the visual landscape of
the city. It is an emblematic example of the complex relationship between the government and
the informal sectors in Peru. As one of the earliest informal hill occupations and due to its
geographical dimension and its close physical proximity to the colonial government center of the
city and the country, it magnified the effect of the informal building and economic structures that
constituted the city.
1.3 Lima Informal Today: Understanding the City Through Derives
In order to explore the city that was unknown to us in 2003, I started planning a series of
walks and derives in the company of Julio Cesar, a friend and fellow architect. The method of
the derive was used as a tool to bring us out of our daily routes and pathways.' Everyday after
work and in the weekends we would turn ourselves into tourist at the edges and the invisible
sections of our own town. Informal area never visited before were the target of those derives.
Applying this Situationist practice through the city of Lima was the chosen strategy with which
we experienced and studied informal areas within and at the edges of the city. For these exercises
we engaged empiric methodological approaches in which stimuli and the physical properties of
the context and the environment of the city were the incentives that structured the content of
emerging obeservations and ideas and that informed more abstract operations of the mind as we
walked. 13
Our derives started without pre-established ideas as we attempted to wrestle with a
Westernized academic pre-conception of architecture, design, and art. The research process led
12 Guy Debord, Theory of the Ddrive, 1956, http://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline/si/theory.html. In this article Debord
further explains: "one of the basic situationist practices is the derive, a technique of rapid passage through varied
ambiences. Ddrives involve playful-constructive behavior and awareness of psychogeographical effects, and are thus
quite different from the classic notions of journey or stroll. In a derive one or more persons during a certain period
drop their relations, their work and leisure activities, and all their other usual motives for movement and action, and
let themselves be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there. Chance is a less
important factor in this activity than one might think: from a derive point of view cities have psychogeographical
contours, with constant currents, fixed points and vortexes that strongly discourage entry into or exit from certain
zones."
1I am using here the concept of empiricism described by Norbert Hornstein in "Empiricism and Rationalism as
Research Strategies," The Cambridge Companion to Chomsky, ed. James McGilvray (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2005), 149.
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us to register and record a variety of information during several months, purposefully without a
clear sought outcome or defined deliverables; moving through the city using different modes of
public transportation and mobility. I started to observe, gather through photographic iamges, and
unravel certain common patterns that were emerging: different growths patterns of "self-
construction" processes where identified. Self-construction is a term that describes a bottom-up
building process that takes place in housing, commerce and transportation in Peru. It is a practice
of do-it-yourself building, and that, as I observed, evolves through different phases of growth. In
the case of Lima, this process went from occupation, to accumulation, to what I describe as
coagulation, and finally to consolidation. This function, in fact, as a long-term unplanned
accretion process that I coined with the term urban sedimentation, borrowing the concept of
sedimentation from Mexican American philosopher and artist Manuel De Landa.14
This growth without design results in organizational structures through processes of
urban sedimentation that take place in constant negotiation and growth in time, and involve
settlement, accumulation, coagulation, and consolidation. I identify these four material
characteristics as common patterns in "informal" conditions generated by poverty and migration
in many parts of Latin America. In my view, such patterns occur equally in housing, commerce,
and transport, creating a network of what I call "microurbanisms" that linked together make-up
the "informal" city. A city of microurbanisms is constructed of units that reduce down, from near
chaotic complexity, to the scale of one single individual. A person can carry his home, business
and transport on the body and build up from there; several individuals create micro-organizations
that, outside of legal structures, consolidate over time into complex systems creating the new
urban matter of physical and social infrastructure, consolidating suitable services into collective
networks.
Manuel De Landa's description of historical sedimentation as a geological formation
explains how what he describes as the auto-genesis of form emerges from within the constitutive
components and relations of matter to the whole. De Landa uses the river to explain the
phenomena of sedimentation: to him, the river is an "abstract machine of stratification," that,
through its liquidity, constant movement, and ability to convey or transport, performs the
14 The concept of sedimentation is a term I borrow from Manuel De Landa's material philosophy and relates to
immanence in the genesis of form in which cosmological, geological, biological, historical, and social processes are
all part of historical structure of accumulation, sedimentation and consolidation. See Manuel De Landa, "Immanence
and Transcendence in the Genesis of Form," Arquine Summer 2004, 70-86.
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functions of a "hydraulic computer." These are the functions he describes as an "abstract
machine of stratification," that transports and sediments "the rocks and pebbles from the top of
the mountains where the rivers start-through the valleys and later to the ocean-where the
rocks deposit sediment." Several procedures take place, De Landa explains, "the process of
sedimentation is not just the accumulation of pebbles but involves the self-organization of them
into different layer (forms), to later cement into a cohesive entity, changing its scale and
consolidating them into a sedimentary rock.15
Giacomo Castagnola, Urban Sedimentacion in Retail, 2003, digital image.
Courtesy of the artist.
15 De Landa, "Immanence and Transcendence in the Genesis of Form," 75-76.
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Research led me to focus on what I identified as three main informal areas whose growth
and consolidation are not dependent at all on either an architect nor a designer: commerce,
housing, and transportation. In informal commerce or retail the process begins simply with one
vendor using just the ergonomics of his or her body as the vehicle for retail-the salesperson is
the store, or the store is something to wear such as a dress loaded with lightweight goods
allowing for maximum mobility and flexibility. The next level is a vendor selling from a hand-
carried box as a vehicle of retail. This is later expanded with the vendor using mobile furniture as
retail vehicle. Next the vendor sells from within a cart as a commercial stand, which requires
street furniture big enough to host the vendor's body inside the furniture. In this stage, the size of
the vendor's furniture/kiosk starts to be less mobile and more sedentary in relation to a location.
In the end of this slow and phased process of urban Sedimentation and street appropriation the
vendor transforms mobile objects into an established business, turning furniture into property
and finally into real state-the mobile becomes immobile, the vendor consolidates himself by
fixing to a location.
Cerro San Cristobal was, together with the pueblo jovenes (young towns) of Ventanillas
and Pachacutec, San Cosine and Villa del Salvador, the main areas where we focused our
research. In the four stages of informality of occupation, accumulation, coagulation, and finally
to consolidation San Cristobal is most representative of the last stage, with now more than 80
years of continuous informal settlement. In its housing structures it went from occupation, to
accumulation and accretion of houses, to coagulation of various informal houses in one
constructed area of continuous building to finally the present consolidated state with many
varieties of ownership. Other areas represent other moments; with for example Pachacutec and
the settlement know as "mi Peru" at the furthest edges of the city, with only 10 years of (Fig. on
the right) settlement and still in the first "occupation" stage. Taking over an area of the dessert to
the North of the city, the houses are made of flimsy wood and reed or bamboo fiber known as
esteras which are prefabricated and sold as units. There are no services in this area and
electricity is often "stolen" from central electrical poles.
Housing in the informal sector involves the independent growth of each house that is
constructed by the settler according to their economic possibilities-each person defines their
own style, size, and building materials. New settlers arrive to the city usually from poor
economic situation and in the beginning often live with local relatives. Later these new settlers
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take over their own space by either extending their host's home with a new addition, or invading
land to build a new house. As a reaction to failed agrarian reform and, as will be explained
below, also a failing mining industry with extremely poor labor conditions, the city of Lima grew
from two million to eight million people in a period of forty years (1970-2010).16 Without the
capacity to deal with the increase in population the government was not able to address the needs
of the new population in housing, infrastructure and services. Using land invasion, long-term
occupation, and self-construction as their main strategies, the new settlers fulfilled their
necessities, building a shadow city with unregulated transportation, businesses and building
systems.
r , 2003, digital photography. Courtesy of the artist.
16 Lima, http://www.ecured.cu/index.php/Lima#Poblaci.C3.B3n
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icomo Castagnola, The Ages of the City, 2003, digital photography. Courtesy of the artist.
1.4 Learning from the Informal: Embodying Migration in Design
Although this informal culture has evolved and has experience several decades of
consolidation, much of it still in a very precarious situation, in which the lack of infrastructures
such as water and electricity are still in place, and needs intervention and support from the state.
Such involvement should focus on working within the settlement's inner structure, rather
than opposing or erasing them, and should try to analyze, synthesize and then translate what they
have to offer into the languages of architecture, art and design. This work has already started, as
will be seen below, by Teddy Cruz in San Diego and Tijuana, Alejandro Echeverri y Medellin,
and others. My own practice gained important insights about what is involved in informal
settlement from my migration to the trans-border region of Tijuana / San Diego, where I
established Germen Estudio of art, architecture, and design. If in Lima I had studied the
immigrant and informal culture, in Tijuana / San Diego I was the immigrant, the informal, the
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illegal. Over the course of eight years I developed a hybrid practice between architecture, design,
and art that was conceived as actions and research in practice. I have also living to truly embody
the "informal" as part of an immigrant experience, rather than represent it through objects or
images. Being in the position of the informal settler, the illegal migrant, without solid networks
and without the privileges afforded citizens, I understood that this migratory, and marginalized
conditions render what we call "design or planning" impossible, since there is no basis upon
which to establish a consistent working methodology or plan. Rather, what takes place is a
constant process of simultaneous accumulation, consolidation, and construction that negotiates
between needs and situations.
LOIERING
BENCH
Giacomo Castagnola, Loitering Bench, 2009-2011, digital image of bench design in use. Courtesy of the artist.
Throughout the work of those years, the guiding factor for my work was to implement the
learning from Lima and later Tijuana's informal city, without romanticizing its problems. This
meant identifying technical, material, and formal qualities immanent to those places, such as
working with a body-scale, or with objects to the scale of the body, that furnish the city in a
mobile way, instead of thinking of static and monolithic infrastructure. In this sense, a variety of
mobile and immobile design and architectural pieces can function as a kind of temporary urban
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acupuncture, in which upgrades at different scales can work together to improve informal areas
and integrate them into the urban fabric. Other aspects of my work that reflects this research is
Loitering Bench, a series of pieces of mobile benches that addressed the lack of public space and
public furniture in Tijuana. The project used the typology of mobile carts and wheelbarrows and
brought it together with the function of a bench, in addition, in its vertical and "parked" position
it contained valuable information about loitering laws and regulations to defend the user against
unwanted police attention. Projects such as this has explored mobility, flexibility, and the
possibility of growth where expansion and change are not destructive factors but instead are
considered natural parts of the work's evolution and use. In this same vein ABC Mobile (Archivo
Baja California) was a mobile internet station / projection booth / monitor display unit to be
placed in public space. Created of light sheet metal and a repurposed motorcycle tire, ABC
Mobile (2007) is a parasitic contraption or cyber-bug that functioned as an archive receptacle and
as its means of distribution in public space.
Giacomo Castagnola, ABC Mobile, 2007,
aluminum sheets, motorcycle wheel, computer,
projector. Courtesy of the artist.
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Other projects leveraged the common practice of recycling and reusing waste materials so
ubiquitous in informal situations. The project commission for the Museum of Contemporary Art
San Diego of an Info Lounge (2008), was made entirely out of egg-crate cartons that were then
put together into a structure that resembled "foam" and then made into furniture. The individual
modules were locked together into an interior landscape or rocky mountain, as if sitting on a
coral reef made of paper.
Giacomo Castagnola, Info Lounge, 2U8, egg-crate turniture commissioned tor the
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego. Image courtesy of the artist and Pablo Mason.
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(iiacomo Castagnola, Posicton Errante > Wanderig Fositioi
Arte Contemporineo (MUAC). Image courtesy of the artist.
ty furniture for the Museo Universitario de
Many of furniture designs have included the concept of accretion or growth of similar
units. Posicidn Errante > Wandering Position (2010) responded to a commission by the Museo
Universitario de Arte Contemprineo (MUAC) at the Universidad Nacional Autonomi de Mexico
(UNAM) to create the display units. for their archival material. I made a continuous horizontal
surface based on modular tables that are interconnected with which it is possible to define
multiple configurations dependent on the exhibition. The materials used are easily found and
prefabricated allowing for more units to be made if necessary. Although I was involved in the
exhibition design for the first use of the project to present the archival material of the bi-national
biennial inSITE gifted to the MUAC along with this archival furniture, the furniture has already
been used in various configurations since following simple design principles for its re-
implementation, such as emphasizing connectivity between various elements and leveraging the
use of 4 different typologies that anchor the design.
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Giacomo Castagnola, Sleeping with Stallman, 2011, wood, futon beds, sound, LP covers. Image courtesy of the artist.
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A more recent project pushed the border between the legal and the illegal functioning to
accommodate normally illicit activities. Sleeping With Stallman (2011) was created for the
exhibition Disobedience Archive and was essentially a public bed located in a hidden of the Maki
Lobby of the Media Lab building at MIT. The project started as an investigation into the control
imposed on the informal settlement at the tent city at Dewey Square during Occupy Boston
(2011). That was a peaceful protest that used occupation, inhabitation, and sleeping in public
space as a political tactic to disrupt the existing economic and political system. Sleeping With
Stallman used sleeping as a form of resistance and of alternative behavior to the norm. Sleeping
is a behavior that happens all the time in hidden corners and library couches throughout MIT
because the building code of the institution does not allow sleeping in the buildings. This
projects accommodates a space for that non-conforming activity in order to embody civic
disobedience as a soft hack.
Over the last 15 years several artists, architects and theorists have investigated the subject
of informality. For this thesis I focus on three art and architecture practices that have been
explored this from different perspectives, giving new positions, solution and more formal,
academic knowledge to this topic. The urban theorist, designer and artist Teddy Cruz, Professor
in Public Culture and Urbanism in the Visual Arts Department at University of California San
Diego, and co-director of The Center for Urban Ecologies, has worked in the border region of
San Diego/Tijuana for more than ten years. As he has explained to me in interview, he has been
exploring hybrid modes of urbanization using the border as an urban laboratory in which the
collision between the politics of the top-down economic re-development of the wealthy
Californian city of San Diego, and the "bottom-up spatial tactics of encroachment that thrive on
informality in the contentious migrant city of Tijuana meet and form a generative tension that
informs his theoretical analysis.17 Mapping the hybrid urban processes that naturally emerge
from the bi-national citizens living just North of the United States / Mexico border, particularly
in the town of San Ysidro, CA, Cruz has analyzed and magnified living conditions there, in order
to developed working processes, visual narratives, new terminologies and alternatives ways to
describe and re-interpret such environments. Cruz brings tactics of informality to the United
States arena as a way to challenge political and legislative reality in the United States, often
17 Teddy Cruz, from conversation with the author, December 2012.
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utilizing the art world as a platform for discussion and for distribution of critical positions on
housing, urban code and the economics of building and development.
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Estudio Teddy Cruz, An Urbanism ofRetrofit, 2001-present. Courtesy of Estudio Teddy Cruz.
The architect and urban planner from the city of Medellin, Colombia, Alejandro Echeverri wrote
his doctoral dissertations for the Escuela Tecnica Superior de Arquitectura de Barcelona on the
topic of the territory and informal settlements in the hillsides in Medellin.Ake This work,
together with the political platform created by former mayor Sergio Fajardo gave form to his
work as Urban Planner for the city, a post he held from 2004-2007 where he developed an
ambitious public works programs entitled Programa Urbano Integral based on small
interventions into the informal sectors that effectively stitched back together the broken
connectivity between neighborhoods divided by violence. His work focused on the informal hill
settlements that, he noted in an interview, were always invisible and disconnected from "formal"
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city networks. For his urban plan a multidisciplinary approach was undertaken that include social
activists in poor neighborhoods defining the program along with political representatives in the
industrial class, as well as urban practitioners. His critical practice involved integration of
informal areas using the construction of library parks and cultural centers as tools to bring
visitors and attention to these poor communities, and in this way fight the fragmentation of the
city that had resulted from twenty five years of drug violence. Today, Medellin is an example for
other Latin American cities to improve crime and bring attention to informal sectors.
>roriental, 2004-2007. Courtesy of the author.
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[...] the informal has come to signfy in the fields of architecture and urban planning, zones of neglect
and potential in the urban fabric, or powerful challenges to and substitutes for the planned city. What is
repressed in these discourses is the fact that informality is first and foremost linked to the economy. 1
Peter Mrtenbdck and Helge Mooshammer
The academic practice of Peter Martenbick-research fellow in the department of Visual
Cultures at Goldsmiths College, University of London, and professor of Visual Culture at the
Vienna University of Technology-and Helge Mooshammer-theorist of visual and spatial
culture based at Goldsmiths and at TU in Vienna-are presented here as a collaborative practice
which is developing a theoretical research study of informal markets worldwide. Through their
major web-based research project Other Markets (www.othermarkets.org) they make the point
that although the informal has come to signify in urban studies fields areas where challenges to
building and urbanism are present, or where urban experiments can take place, what is largely
left outside this discourse is the fact that informality is always tied to economy. They make the
point that neoliberal markets through international free trade agreements enforce property,
copyright, and patent laws that respond to formal markets control other possible markets, and
construct informal markets as "illicit enemy territory" making the adjudication of what is
informal a political decision about control of goods and territory. 19 I agree with this analysis, and
as will be seen below, also find a correlation between design and economy that is usually
undisclosed in relation to mining and extraction economies.
1.5 Conclusion
Chapter 1 has described Lima's informal settlements and economy using Cerro San Cristobal as
the case study to reveal the lack of tools fields such as architecture and urbanism have had to
understand these ubiquitous settlements and, moreover, the lack of interest to address them. The
discipline of architecture was the channel through which I introduced myself to these issues by
analyzing the morphology of the city and its dynamics. Cerro San Cristobal is a geographic
entity and a physical figure in Lima's landscape that imposes itself with its layers of informal
reality in the urban environment while carrying also layers of unresolved territorial conflicts. The
18 Peter Mbrtenbock and Helge Mooshammer, "Informal Market Worlds: Instruments of Change," Scapegoat
Winter/Spring 2013, 206.
19 Ibid, 214.
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problems arising from territorial issues and struggles in relation to ownership by poor and
underrepresented communities, and the rights of the nation-state to dispose of contested terrain
as resources for exploitation, are shared also by contemporary conflicts in mining areas in the
Andes. Therefore, Cerro San Cristobal is used in this Chapter to explain the specific history of
territorial struggle in relation to the informal hill, but is also presented as a the physical and
abstract expression of the mountainous and orographic extension of the Andes in the coastal
capital.
Aside from presenting the informal case of the Cerro San Cristobal, this first Chapter has
also analyzed the architectural, design and artistic methodologies that I have developed to
introduce my work, and nourish it, from engagement with subterranean and often invisible
territories. This has included developing mechanisms to read, interpret and challenge ideas
generated by this typology of emergent, fluid, urbanism that I have identified as based in
sedimentation of social relations and physical materials. I argue that these processes of
accumulation in time are the mirror opposites of the territorial transformation that is taking place
today in the mining territories of the Andes-not through informal settlement and invasion but
through formal, "designed" management of the land as capital. Territorial inequality, invisible
narratives, and class conditions interweave both and if in the city the transformation takes place
in constructed territory, in the mine and the mining city the transformation takes place both
above and below ground as the very chemical composition of the territory is changed.
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Chapter II - Mining Hole
... We should defeat the absurd pantheistic ideologies than believe that walls are gods, the air is
god Returning us to primitive religious formulae, when they say "don't touch that mountain because it is
an "Apu" and is full of the millenary soul "... and I don't know what else...! Well... if we arrive at that,
let's not do anything, no mining-don't touch those fishes because they are God's creatures, and are the
expression of the God Poseidon... With this we return to primitive animism, no? I think we need more
education, but this is a long process, this can't be fixed like that... Because after going to a place where
the population-in good faith and according to their beliefs-say: "No, no, don't touch this place
because it's a sanctuary." And I ask myself sanctuary of what? No! If it's an ecological sanctuary, then
OK, but if it's a sanctuary because it contains the souls of the ancestors, then, listen, the souls of the
ancestors are in Paradise, surely! They are not in the mountain! And you should let those that live today
be fed and benefit from the investment in those mountains...2
Alan Garcia, January 2011
2.1 Introduction: From the Informal Hill to the Post-Industrial Hole
Contemporary mining in the highlands of the Andes, where industry is extracting and
processing immense parts of mountains, radically transforms the physical landscape as well as
the molecular and chemical elements of the ground's constitution, generating through this
procedure large post-industrial open pits, vacuums, and holes in the geography. This is also
creating what is essentially the inverse shadow of the hill, the negative space of the apu. I argue
that these mining regions share with the contentious areas of urban informality primarily that
both unearthen and reveal historical social and territorial conflicts associated with the policies of
land tenure, of community rights, and of long-term class and labor struggles that can be traced
back in history to the Spanish Conquest in the sixteenth century, and that continue today in the
neoliberal practices of recent Peruvian governments.
This Chapter will outline the policies deployed by the Peruvian government since Alberto
Fujimori's regime (1990-2000) through to the present government of Ollanta Humala (2010 to
the present). David Harvey's political theory and his analysis of neoliberal economic strategies
will be used to put in context Peru's return to an economy based on extraction and exportation of
20 Alan Garcia Perez, interview by Cecilia Valenzuela, Mira Quien Habla Show, Willax TV, February 19, 2011,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Vf4WtS5tO8
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raw natural resources. The city of Morococha is presented as a case study that highlights the
results and consequences that the formal hole produced by corporate mining creates, in relation
to the informal hill of the Cerro San Cristobal presented in the first Chapter. Morococha is an
emblematic place in relation to mining history and its social and labor struggles, because it was
there that in 1928 a man-made disaster led to the most historically important labor fight
supported by Marxist intellectuals and leaders in the capital. The historic figure of the leftist
communist theorist Jose Carlos Mariitegui will be presented to unfold the start of the communist
party in Peru and the rise of class struggles that led to the consolidation of the miner's labor
unions in the country. The historical impact of the social and labor fights and ideologies of the
mountains have had a consistent and determinant effect on Lima, in both the formal and the
informal city, through the rise of leftist movements. This eventually led to the radicalization of
the left in the 1970s through Marxist and Maoists movements that ultimately fed the armed
uprising of Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path) in the 1980s and 1990s.21 This social trauma
caused by the violence of the radical movement Sendero Luminoso, and the repressive and
devastating counterattack deployed by the radical right of Fujimori's regime in the 1990s, is a
class and political struggle that is still present today, expressed in non- violent forms through the
current socio-environmental conflicts and protests around mining.
2013 marked the inauguration of Nuevo or "New" Morococha, a town built in two years
by the Chinese Mining company Chinalco to house the entire population of historic Morococha.
Chinalco bought the ore deposits with the intention of extracting those that sit underneath the old
town. This Chapter will describe the strategies used in this involuntary relocation process, in
which private and public agencies hired by Chinalco participate in social-political management,
and in institutional design methods to facilitate project development, displacement, and
relocation. The administration of the surface and the sub-surface deployed in this landscape
21 Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path), which is officially named Partido Comunista Sendero Luminoso, is a radical
guerrilla organization funded in Peru in the 1970s. Based in Marxist, Leninist and Maoist ideologies this
organization launched an internal armed conflict in Peru in the 1980s as a way to replace what it considered
bourgeois democracy and substitute it by a peasant communist revolutionary regime based in Mao's concept of
"New Democracy." They believe that "pure communism" would arrived through a Cultural Revolution generated by
the imposition of a dictatorship of the proletarians. Considered by the Peruvian government and international
community a terrorist group, they employed guerrilla tactics and violent attacks towards peasants, elected officials,
trade union leaders and the general population. They also destroyed national goods and infrastructure, such as high
tension towers, freeways and bridges. Sendero is responsible of at least thirty thousand deaths. The name Sendero
Luminoso or Shining Path was based on a phrase by Jose Carlos Mariitegui published in the cover of one of his
publications: "el marxismo-leninismo abrira el sendero luminoso hacia la revolucidn" (" Marxism-Leninism will
open the shining path to the revolution.")
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(which require global-scale capital investments, economic neoliberal policies, and professional
scientific services) is producing a new manufactured environment in Nuevo Morococha. The
design of Nuevo Morococha, however, reminds me of the question posed by architect and
theorist John May, in his essay "Logic of Managerial Surfaces," where he questions the
implications of environmental management: "What does it means to conceive of architecture,
landscape and urbanism as forms of environmental management? [...] what does it means today,
in this moment, after the bankruptcy of progressive modernity, for the design field to situate
themselves along the precarious seam between environmental scientific knowledge and
neoliberal bureaucratic practices?"22 This Chapter addresses the questions posed by May, and
others, in the context of Nuevo Morococha as an instant city that is being materialized, while the
evicted, old city of Morococha is de-materialized and liquefied into a manufactured hole. Finally,
this Chapter will look closely at the implications of the design systems and procedures utilized in
Nuevo Morococha, in contrast with the designs principles I have identified for informal growth
in the Cerro San Cristobal.
Giacomo Castagnola, Inverted Apu, 2013, digital image. Courtesy of the artist.
22 John May, "Logic of Managerial Surfaces," Praxis: Journal of Writing + Building vol. 13, 2011, 116-126.
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2.2 Land as Resource: Neoliberalism as Creative Destruction-David Harvey and
Alan Garcia
Modem mining in the Andes processes vast masses of underground material transforming
physically and chemically the land, but also converting into commodified capital. These effects
occur underground, but they also imply the modification of social and political structures
aboveground in order to redistribute territorial rights and privatize communal or other forms of
property into extractible earth, often owned by foreign companies. Mining is now the largest
national contribution to sustained economic growth through economic tax revenues, work labor,
and capital fluxes. It is also the main source of social conflict in the country, creating economic
inequality, uneven distribution, and the re-emergence of class struggles, as well as environmental
degradation. This dialectical set of antagonistic procedures is shaped by the mining industry.
They are, however, historically embedded into the Andean landscape of Peru since the early
stages of our colonial history. Yet, in the last ten years the process has accelerated: from 2002 to
2012 the territorial rights granted by the state for the exploitation of resources increased from
seven million to twenty five million hectares (25' 889 992, 35 HA) that corresponded to 20.3%
of the national territory. In 2012 the rise of social-conflicts also escalated and one hundred and
fifty social-environmental conflicts emerged in directly relation to the mining industry in the
Andean region; fifteen people died as part of these disputes.23
The acceleration in the unresolved conflicts between mining industries, government and
local inhabitants are, in my opinion, examples of the types of violent resource extraction,
privatization, conquest, and expropriation which are forms by which capitalism in its early
primal stages operate. David Harvey's concept of neoliberalism as creative destruction provides
a good foundation to analyzing this more closely. He maintains that neoliberalism depends on
creation and destruction cycles to survive and expand; for creation to emerge another situation
needs to be destroyed. Applying Harvey's analysis to my case, I argue that in the privatizing of
land for mining titles, annihilation of the communal land rights is needed to construct paths
toward capital investment for private interest. To build new frontiers for the global market,
indigenous or alternative forms of production need to be destroyed, and environmental
contamination and devastation of the natural landscape is required. Harvey reasons that the main
23 Instituto Geol6gico Minero y Metalirgico del Pern, http://www.ingemmet.gob.pe/form/Inicio.aspx
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effect of neoliberal economic policy is that instead of generating new economy, what occurs is a
process of redistribution in which the fluxes of capital are not caused by economic growth.
Rather, what takes place is transference of assets and wealth from marginalized communities and
mass population to the rich and upper class, or from underdeveloped countries to rich countries.
He termed this "accumulation by dispossession," by which he meant that if an entity wants to
achieve accumulation another entity needs to suffer dispossession.2 4
For Harvey this is in fact the continuation of the accretion processes that Marx described
as "primitive" or "original" accumulation taking place in the early stages of capitalism. The
concept of "primitive accumulation" helps to explain how capitalist modes of production come
into existence. As economist Massimo De Angelis explains, Marx uses the adjective "primitive"
to refer to a time period in the past, or to address areas where capitalism is not yet present.2 It is
in fact in the underdeveloped, "primitive," countries of Africa and Latin America where the new
frontiers of the rise of Capitalism are emerging, and are examples of this. Resource extraction,
privatization, conquest, expropriation and enslavement are forms by which original or primitive
accumulation take place.
24 David Harvey, "Neoliberalism as Creative Destruction," 34.
25 Massimo De Angelis, "Marx and Primitive Accumulation: The Continuous Character of Capital's "Enclosures,"
The Commoner September 2001, 1.
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(iacomo Castagnola, China, 2013, digital photograph. Courtesy ot the artist.
In his essay entitled Neoliberalism as Creative Destruction, Harvey identified eight forms
that the process of "original accumulation," or as he reframed the term, "accumulation by
dispossession" takes:
1. The commodification and privatization of land and the forceful expulsion ofpeasant population.
2. Conversion of various forms ofproperty rights (common, collective, state, etc.) into exclusive private property
rights.
3. Suppression of rights to the commons.
4. Commodification of labor power and the suppression of alternative (indigenous) forms ofproduction and
consumption.
5. Colonial, neocolonial, and imperial processes of appropriation of assets (including natural resources).
6. Monetization of exchange and taxation, particularly of land.
7. The slave trade (which continues, particularly in sex industry).
8. Usury, the national debt, and most devastating of all, the use of the credit system as radical means ofprimitive
accumulation. 26
26 David Harvey, "Neoliberalism as Creative Destruction," 34-35.
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Giacomo Castagnola, Asuntos Ambientales, 2013, digital photography. Courtesy of the artist.
Each of these eight forms of original accumulations is to different degrees and intensities
rooted within the Peruvian policies that gave rise of the current economy of mineralization. Of
Harvey's eight forms of accumulation by disposition, Alberto Fujimori's regime (1990-2000)
began by following number 1, commodifying and privatizing land, and number 6, monetizing tax
exchange and land. He was the first to start privatizing institutions and mines; he granted tax
benefits to foreign companies, freedom to repatriate profits overseas, and had low taxation of
land concessions. The Fujimori regime began in 1991 led to an accelerated phase in the
expansion of the extraction of natural resources. In 199 1the state enacted the "Law of the
Promotion of Private Investment by the Corporations of the State" (Dec. Leg. N# 674 of 27-09-
1991) that focused on mining. In effect privatizing national companies, the law allowed and
encouraged private investment in public holdings. It highlighted the importance of mining giving
the private sector diverse benefits, such as transparent administrative regimes, tax benefits,
favorable exchange rates, and freedom to repatriate profits. Furthermore the law instituted fixed
27 Agustin Mamani Mayta, Mineria y decentralizaci6n, November 20, 2012.
http://www.gestiopolis.com/canales7/eco/descentralizacion-de-la-mineria-en-el-Peru.htm
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tax contracts with corporations, allowing them to set tax rates and unrestricted access to foreign
currency. After this tax reforms, from 1992 to 2001 more than 28 companies signed fixed tax
contract with the government, with a total investment of over 4 billion dollars over that period.
The tax exceptions represent for Peru the loss of a little over 1 billion dollars and resulted in only
29 of the 61 mining companies paying tax for their profits in 2000.28 Nevertheless, a positive
step was taken in 1992 to ensure that the provincial governments benefited from this
arrangement and the federal government the "Canon Minero" (Mining tax decree) to allocated
20% of the revenues and profits from mining to local government, such as provincial and district
municipalities. Currently the 50% of the tax income received from the mining companies is
allocated to the federal state and the other 50% to the local government. Although potentially a
balancing economic incentive, the lack of attention and involvement of provincial and federal
government in the impact of mining at the local level remains widespread.
The neoliberal project initiated by Fujimori was further consolidated by the government
of Alejandro Toledo (2001-2006), and aggressively fuelled by Alan Garcia (2006-2010). The
latter pushed reforms to facilitate the privatization of communal property that allows mining
companies to execute their project even without the agreement of the landowner. This
corresponds to forms number 2, 3, and 5: conversion of various forms of property rights;
suppression of rights to the commons; and colonial, neocolonial, and imperial processes of
appropriation of assets." In 2007 Garcia signed the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with the United
States, which included ninety-six new territorial policies, some of them with potential negative
impact to indigenous communities. 29 In his intention to open the Amazon for the extraction
industries, Garcia was especially devastating to indigenous territorial land claims and under his
government various decrees and policies facilitated the transference of different forms of
communal property rights of indigenous communities into exclusive private property rights. His
racist and classist commitment to a notion of progress dominated by a sense of race superiority is
evident in this quote from a televised statement in 2009: "...These people are not first class
citizens that can tell us-400,000 natives to 28 million Peruvians-"you do not have the right to
28 Ibid.
29 JOS6 Rivera Villa, "Derecho a la Consulta Previa a los pueblos indigenas u originarios y los derechos humanos en
el contexto actual Peruano," http://Perumineria.wordpress.com/tag/consulta-previa/
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come here." This is a serious mistake, and anyone who thinks like this wants to lead us into
irrationality and primitive regression." 30
Ciacomo Castagnola, Morococha A iing Camp, 2013, digital photography. Courtesy of the artist.
It has been in the current government of Ollanta Humala (2011- ), when more than twenty
years of "original accumulation" of land and resources by foreign private companies have led to
the continuous dispossession suffered by mostly indigenous communities around the country and
to sometime violent crashes. In 2011 the leftist Ollanta government approved a new law that
aims to correct this endemic discrimination. Based on the recommendations by the International
Labor Organization of the United Nations, the Ley de Consulta Previa (Prior Consultation Law)
was instituted in which indigenous peoples have the right to qualify to be a "certified" originary
community that must be consulted prior to the realization of any private or state project that can
affect their "cultural identity, quality of life and development."31 However, this law is limited in
various legal and underhanded ways, and even after a certified indigenous community has denied
the implementation of a project, the state has the authority to decide to continue it. More
30 Alan Garcia in The Nature of Things: The Real Avatar, CBC, 2011,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player detailpage&v=r7Ij0-zyIE4
31 Mineria y Responsabilidad Social. (Editorial) Sombras nada mds de la Consulta Previa. Editorial, Comercio Perfi
Newspaper, February 14, 2013. http://Perumineria.wordpress.com/tag/consulta-previa/
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important and potentially more explosive is the process by which indigenous or originary
communities are certified to participate. Today, for example, the "official" list of indigenous or
originary communities that are certified to be part of previous consultation processes has not
been made public. This lengthy wait is naturally generating more uncertainty and mistrust and is
putting relationship with indigenous peoples, their rights and their cultural heritage front and
center in the debate. I should also note that this coincides with Harvey's forms 3, "suppression of
rights to the commons," 4, "commodification of labor power and the suppression of alternative
(indigenous) forms of production and consumption accumulation," and 5, "colonial, neocolonial,
and imperial processes of appropriation of assets (including natural resources)."
In this acceleration of forms of accumulation by dispossession the only one that the
Peruvian mining case has not openly touched yet are slave trade and the final form: "usury, the
national debt, and most devastating of all, the use of the credit system as radical means of
primitive accumulation." While a case can be made that labor conditions nearing slavery were
present through the twentieth century, today Peru is seeing for the first time the widespread use
of the credit system at a scale never seen before. This is fuelled by the massive in flush of cash
brought in the last decades and particularly in recent years fuelled by the price of metals in the
global market with China as the main producer and consumer of these asset. This trend is the
reason why the role of extractive sectors-such as mineral, oil, and gas- has expanded in many
developing economies. For Peru this means the return to an economic growth model based on the
production and export of primary resources and raw materials, mainly metals. Today in 2012, the
nation's dependence on mining is more important than ever before, representing 60% of all
national exports; 6% of the GDP (gross national product); 15% of foreign investment; and 30%
of fiscal revenues. 32
In conclusion, I believe that although the mining industry has contributed with tax
revenues to the national economy, mining operations at the local level are still perceived as a
source of negative socio-economic impact in which the degradation of the land, the alteration of
land ownership, and the impact in the livelihood of families not related with mining activities
such as peasant and farmers-are the main causes that are triggering socio-environmental and
socio-territorial conflicts. Jose De Echave, member of CooperAccion, and the leader of the
Observatorio de Conflictos Mineros in Peru (OCM) (Observatory of Mining Conflicts in Peru)
3 Agustin Mamani Mayta, Mineria y decentralizaci6n.
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mention in the X report of OCM that the characteristics of the conflicts have changed. "The
conflicts are the result of the accumulative impact of the mining industry since 1993," he
explains. The inhabitants of the affected areas not only question the extractives projects but they
question the public governmental policies deployed behind those projects, they are asking for the
role of the state in the institutional design for control mechanisms and regulations, environmental
management policies and environmental assessments studies. 33
I believe that social fragmentation and political polarization between the capital and the
regions is well underway. The increasing capitalization of the land without state mechanisms to
support and promote alternative local development is dissolving social bonds at the local level,
cultural histories, and traditions that are embedded in those places. Harvey's use of the Marxist
term "primitive" and "original accumulation" overlaps in an interesting way with the definition
of "originary" communities." This occurs, according to him, through accumulation of
dispossession of land or by changing property rights as the first stage in the evolution of
Capitalism. The Peruvian Government in its new "law of consultation" explained above, only
allows "originary" or "indigenous" communities to go through a testing process to attest their
level of authenticity as indigenous communities. It is the State who defines and grants this status,
which basically liberates certain communities from suffering the full effects of Western
economic policies. In other words, the State has granted itself the power to give the quality of
"originary or original communities" while also defining if a territory or mountain site should be
the site of "original accumulation. In my view, this cycle of "creative destruction" requires the
dissolution of communal land rights, and the eventual dispossession of indigenous communities
of their ancestral lands, to construct paths toward capital investment for private interest. It also
has produced the enactment of the forms of "accumulation by dispossession" listed by Harvey.
What becomes more poignant is how invisible or underground histories of economic policies are
intertwined with racially-conditioned narratives about what is or is not permitted to be in the
"aboveground" of official definitions and narratives. The specific case study of Morococha and
its own complex labor and dissent history provides a further sobering example of how the
aboveground of politics and visibility meets the underground of economic drives.
33 Jos6 De Echave in the presentation of the X report of the OCM, Mining Conflicts in Peru.
www.cooperaccion.org.pe
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iiacomo Castagnola, Vacuum as Lake, 2013, altered digital photogr
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2.3 Morococha's Tunnel-Time: the Aboveground and the Underground
Given the complexities of the last twenty years of mining policies in Peru, the question
remains: How can I dig into Morococha's history to unearthen stories and characters to better
understand the current situation? The long social, political, and geological history of Morococha
has taken place not only on the ground surface of the earth, and in the visible history of national
and provincial policy, but also on the underground, geological and mythological space of the
apus. Therefore, my narration will engage both the aboveground and the underground of this
mining town's history. It should expose stories and characters and little known realities and
situations that remain largely hidden. How political and economic decisions made in the last
two-hundred years have affected the social and geological relations, through which the post-
industrial aboveground of Morococha's reality is now reformulated as a space evicted and
liquefied by the arrival of globalized economics? Capitalism deployed aboveground does not
follow the same laws underground. It has not benefitted or addressed the alternative systems that
have always been detached from the mainstream, such as indigenous community rights, the work
of local peasant organizations, and mining labor unions. Where do this underground and this
aboveground come together? I believe that these realms do not come together. Their encounters
are collisions that create hairline cracks in the social surface through which new possibilities
emerge.
I will focus on instances of fracture or rupture centered on the town of Morococha. My
narrative begins at the surface: Morococha is a mining city of 5,000 inhabitants, located in the
department of Junin in the highlands of the Andes, where the Chinese mining company Chinalco
bought the formerly state-owned mine, and is today purchasing the old city house by house, and
is in the process of relocating the entire town to a new location 5 kilometers down the road. La
Nueva Morococha, or the New Morococha, as this town is named, is an instantaneous city
constructed in two years to allow the extraction of copper that lies under the old city, where
Chinalco is developing the "Toromocho" copper mining project, considered "one of the most
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high quality under-developed copper projects in the world."34 During a recent visit in January
2013, the old town looked like a post-industrial landscape, somehow caught between poor rural
conditions and brutal industrial processes. The lake is an empty open field with small pulls of
polluted water and leach residue behind a fence meant to keep all inhabitants out. To the right of
the lakebed, are artificial grey plateaus or hills of tailings, with a mining camp next to it which to
the uninformed eye joins the city, yet is separated by a fence and the distribution of fabricated
order. All the borders of the city are enmeshed with the hill or the former lake. Once within old
Morococha, it looks like a small brick and cement-block rural settlement, sited next to the
"Toromocho" mountain that is loaded with ore. Half of the houses are boarded up with blocks
that are the result of Chinalco's buying campaign. Some are not, however, and the town today is
divided between those who have sold their homes to Chinalco and those who have not and have
chosen to remain and defend their right to the surface territory. My encounter with the
inhabitants was initially filled with mistrust on their part, and I understood later that the situation
is so polarized and politicized that just walking through the city brought heightened anxiety.
34 Aluminium Corporation of China ("Chinalco"), "An Overview," February 1, 2009,
http://www.kennecott.com/library/media/FactbookFinal.pdf
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Giacomo Castagnola, Casa Ciega Morococha (Blind House Morococha), January 2013, digital photography.
Courtesy of the artist
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Several tunnels are found next to the main road. Although I was not allowed to enter
them, my journey continues here by visualizing the geological history of the place. Chinalco's
environmental impact study tells us what lies beneath: great quantities of polymetallic
concentration are embedded beneath the town and within the mountain, which will be turned into
the epicenter of the extractive removal that will be the open-pit mine at the site of the old town.
The geological constitution of Morococha's complex underground has diverse petrous
formations that date back to the quaternary geological period around 2.5 million years ago. Its
underground sedimentations and stratifications processes contain igneous volcanic rocks from
the Permico group, which are stratified with Pariatambo and Casapalca formations from the
Triassic and Cretaceous geologic periods. Triassic is a geological period of sedimentation
constituted by river facies and flooded plains, forming quartz and sandstones configurations. The
Cretaceous formations date back to about 90 million years ago, when South America was still
joined to Antartica, and this one to Australia, before Pangaea was fragmented.35 These Triassic
and Cretaceous formations underneath Morococha, are cut off by intrusive rocks of the tertiary
period, this produced various metamorphisms such as marblelization, silicification, and
metasomatic replacement-in which certain elements of the rock chemical constitution are
replaced by other elements, creating complex amalgamations.36 Inside all of this geological
organization, the deposits of porphyry copper are the extractable sediments that humans of this
geologic period want to mine.37
The underground network of tunnel systems is part of thousands of perforations made to
the earthy crust of Morococha since the 1500s until now. This area has a long history of mining
labor, starting before the arrival of the Spaniards to Peru in 1532 and continuing on to today. Our
journey from the surface through the earth leads us back into labor history in Morococha. Miners
have inhabited and coexisted with the igneous geology of this apu for hundreds of years.
Kilometers of cavernous negatives spaces of extracted apus have been traced and blasted by
miners to carve their way into the petrified deposits of porphyry copper beneath the earth.
Between 1915 and 1930 the transnational Cerro de Pasco Mining Company monopolized the
mineral activity in the mountain. Later, after the emergence of the miner's union labor, the mine
3 Paleontology in Angentina, http://www.welcomeargentina.com/paleontologia/hallazgos_i.html
36 Knight Pidsold Consultores S.A, Minera Chinalco Peru S.A., Proyecto Toromocho. Estudio de Impacto
Ambiental, Resumen Ejecutivo. (Lima: Chinalco, 2009). 22.
3 Porphyry copper is a primal material deposit with micro percentages of copper ore that is entangled and
intertwined with other elements such as molybdenum and silver.
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was nationalized as Minera del Centro del Peru S A (Centromin), from 1966 to 2003. During
those years Morococha was not exploited consistently due to lack of finances, to the low prices
of metals, and to inefficient business practices. Privatization of the mine concession took place in
2004 when the Canadian Company Peru Copper Inc. took ownership. Finally, in July 2007 the
Chinese company Chinalco bought Morococha from the Canadians.
Sebastdn Rodriguez, Cerro de Pasco Corporation: top6grafosjunto a la compuerta de la laguna Morococha (Topographers
Near the Gate of the Morococha Lake), ca. 1925-1928.
On September 5, 1928 an explosion underneath Morococha Lake flushed out its waters
into the underground tunnels. The exact causes of this geological catastrophe are unknown, but
the investigation assigned criminal responsibility to the United States-based Cerro de Pasco
Mining Company. Their demand for extraction at the lowest costs pushed the mine to dig
beneath the lake two tunnels, one under the other and improperly connected through a chimney.
This produced a crack at the bottom of the lake after the explosion to blast the chimney, which
had been miscalculated by the engineers. This cracks happened 25 days before the tragedy and
caused several foreign contractors to abandon the job and leave for Lima. On September 5, the
crack opened up and the bottom collapsed, turning into in an immense funnel that sucked all the
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water of the lake, flooding the galleries and underground tunnels and galleries, dragging stones,
and mud, and the miners working at the two underground levels. At least twenty-seven miners
died and the waters of the lake disappear forever. Government authorities and police officials
arrived in the next days, and after the visit, forced the company to pay a minimal amount to the
families of the dead victims, while other injured miners and the non-official workers (working
informally with the company) were not taken in consideration for any kind of compensation. 38
Headline from the journal Labor denouncing the mining disaster,
5 of December, 1928.
It was at that moment that the important figure of Jose Carlos Mariitegui appears in
Morococha's history. This catastrophe focused the attention of Marxist groups on the labor
conditions and needed social reforms in support of until under-represented miners in the central
Andes. Mariiltegui was at the time one of the most important Marxist activist in the country, and
the founder, also in 1928, of the Partido Socialita Peruano (PSP) Peruvian Socialist Party. He
used his magazines Amauta and Labor as channels to communicate the tragedy nationwide and
began to organized political allies to visit Morococha that eventually became the foundation of
the first miners unions in the Central Andes of Peru. In an article in issue No. 5 of Labor, in
January 15, 1929, opened with the headline "The conditions of the workers in the mines." The
article states, "if the miner workers were in position to use their right to associate and organize,
they would have found their way to their claims and the regulatory process would already be in
38 Jorge Del Prado, Alberto Flores Galindo and Denis Sulmont, Jorge del Prado y los Mineros de la Sierra Central:
la Masacre de Malpaso, (Lima: Congreso de la Repfiblica, 2011), 3.
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place." And he concluded, "the working class of the capital and the port cannot, meanwhile,
remain indifferent to the situation in front of his brothers, the workers in the mines." 39
Mariitegui organized a group of writers working between Morococha and Lima to write
for both Amauta and Labor to publicly denounce de liability of the North American Company.
The recently formed Socialist Party also deployed an immediate response, organizing the local
miners in defense of their life, work conditions, and helped them give voice to long unspoken
claims.4 The journalists were the first to generate a fluid exchange of information between the
base in Lima and Morococha. On January 20, of 1929, they founded in Morococha La Sociedad
Pro Cultura Popular to support union activities in the region, while the group was assuming
more important political functions over time. The collapse of Wall Street during Black Friday in
New York, on October 1929, affected all the economic business and industries throughout the
United States. As a result, the demand of natural resources from countries like Peru was not as
high as before. The Cerro de Pasco Mining Company, the most powerful United States company
working in Peru then, decided to downsize Morococha, dismissing and firing fifty miners
without benefits, and reducing the salary to rest of their employees. In reaction to that, La
Sociedad Pro Cultura Popular instituted a Central Claims Committee, to develop and present a
list of worker's claims to the company, the list included 13 claims, including salary increase,
over-time, health benefits, social security. On October of 1929 the first miners' strike took place
in Morococha, and was repressed by state police. Although not yet an organized union,
Mariitegui integrated the committee in Mororocha to the Confederacidn General de
Trabajadores del Peru (Confederation of Peruvian Workers). From this moment on and aided by
the relationship between the Central Andes and the capital nurtured by Mariitegui and his group,
several national union assemblies and organizations emerged, such as the Mining Workers
Federation of the Center and the first Congress of Miners and Metallurgist of Peru.
The merging between the geological character of Mororocha's lake and the political
character of Mariitegui's critique described here embodied the collision between the
underground and the aboveground realities toward the current political structure. The flushed
waters that took the lives of the miners caused a reaction far from the catastrophe, and is an echo
of today's social-political reaction in our current economic system.
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9Ibid., 2
40 Ibid., 3
Sebastiin Rodriguez, Obreros en el Taller de Wincha, Morococha, (Workers in the
Machine Room, Morococha), ca. 1930-1945.
The photography of Sebastiin Rodriguez (1896-1968) captured the story of the Central
Andes during the middle of the 2 0 th century. A rare document of mining life in Morococha
before and after the sinking of the lake, Rodriguez's work is an essential document that tells us
about the tensions between Andean work conditions and community traditions, and the
acceleration of industrialization brought by mining companies to the mountains. In the
photograph above, entitled Obreros en el Taller de Wincha, Morococha, (Workers in the
Machine Room, Morococha) ca. 1930-1945, we see the miners in the machine room of the Cerro
de Pasco Corporation, laying over the cable machine that controls the elevators and cages to the
subterranean tunnels. The machine is the mechanism through which they can access the
underground geology and come back to the surface. In this photograph, just as in the others by
Rodriguez, the same author, the machines and other tools of industry are important props in the
photograph. Industry is the most important factor in the worker's definition of their labor as they
are shown only in relation to the machines that make their work possible.
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Sebastiin Rodriguez, Mineros carrilanos de la Compahia Puquiococha cerca de la mina
Alejandro, Morococha, (Miners from the Puquiococha Company Near the Alejandro
Mine, Morococha), ca. 1930-1945
In the photography Mineros carrilanos de la Compania Puquiococha cerca de la mina
Alejandro, Morococha, (Miners from the Puquiococha Company Near the Alejandro Mine,
Morococha) taken during the same period, shows the wagon drivers posing over the wagon
tracks, framed by the high central mountains. In both photographs the modernization expressed
by the industrial machinery is at the center of the scene, we can deduce that the company's
territory was their power enclave, from which not only minerals but also laborers were conceived
as resources available for work in the region and discretionary human resources. Rodriguez
worked as studio photographer and for the Cerro de Pasco Corporation, photographing the
company's infrastructure and making the worker's record cards upon joining the company.
Hunting and uncomfortable, the worker's portraits attest to all that was wrong in Morococha's
labor conditions. We can see the miners identified only by a number placed above their heads, in
a manner not unlike those of criminals. Their lack of personal identification describes the long
gap between their self as individuals, with a native name, family, and rights. Mariitegui and the
leftist intellectuals who focused their attention on Morococha were working on bringing attention
to the plight of workers such as these.
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Sebastian Rodriguez, Cerro de Pasco Corporation: Miner's Identifications, ca. 1930-1945.
A comparison between these images and my own photographs of informal vendors
included here is revealing. In informal retail, the process begins with a single person using the
body as vehicle of retail. The vendor is himself or herself the business that means that he is
independent, flexible, mobile. Even though he or she is part of an informal network that supports
one another, or competes with one another, formed by clusters of types of works or alliances. As
opposed to the miner, whose job is determined by his status within the structures of the mine
administration, the informal vendor has the possibility to keep growing and expanding following
the urban sedimentation patters of development that I have identified above: the body as vehicle
of retail; the vendor using mobile furniture as retail vehicle; next the vendor sells from within a
cart as commercial stand. In the end the mobile object transforms into an established business
turning body and furniture into property.
An important question in regards the comparison between these images is who employs
these informal vendors as opposed to the clear position of the company hierarchy that employs
the Morococha miners. Sometimes informal workers are not the owners of the business, but
rather deliver a service to the interested public and are engaged by larger groupings or
individuals. Whether self-employed or employees, informal vendors still need to have vending
permits and are not part of a completely illicit business, although they very rarely have full
benefits. More importantly, in my photographic research I found that informal workers work
within the city, which is also their resource. While this is not dissimilar to mining, Rodriguez
photographs highlight the power of the mining company that contains and controls the whole
environment. The miners depend excessively on the company and what it wants or does not want
to grant them, including the possibility of being known by a number rather than a name. In the
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informal city power is dispersed, following patterns that function like networks, where informal
vendors connect or disconnect with one resource or power base and one another. Today, as we
will see later, the mining company is still the main providers of jobs, infrastructure, and even
cities. The informal city, although perhaps no less brutal in its way, allows for more social and
economic mobility.
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Giacomo Castagnola, Casa comprada y numerada por Chinalco Morococha (House Bought and Numbered by Chinalco,
Morococha), January 2013, digital photography. Courtesy of the artist.
2.4 Chinese Era: The Future Hole and the Relocation to the Nuevo Morococha
The Morococha Case is a sobering example of the critical situation that political
mandates, policy, and racist and classist laws have created for the various communities whose
ancestral lands has been sold and bought under neo-liberal economic policies since the 1990s. As
we saw above, the Chinese mining company Chinalco has started to relocate the 101-year- town
of Morococha to Carhuacoto, a new site 8 kilometers away from the original location. In order to
manage the social conflict that this relocation has brought, Chinalco refers to New Morococha as
the biggest privately-funded social project in Peru's mining history, with an investment of $50
million US dollars spent in its construction.4 ' The company has built 1050 housing units and 25
institutional buildings with schools, a health center, a police station and a community center with
"1 Caroline Stauffer, "Chinese Miner Muilds High-altitude Experiment in Peru," Reuters, July 1, 2012,
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/07/0 1/us-peru-mining-chinalco-idUSBRE86006720120701
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a "museum," and a gymnasium.4 2 New Morococha provides basic infrastructure for its residents,
such as water, drainage and electricity. According to the company "the inhabitant will own their
houses and not pay rent," Further down I will explain under what conditions this "free" housing
offer have been made and how they have been applied.
The architect Jorge Burga, former national vice dean of the College of Architects of Peru
in Lima, was the urban designer and architect of New Morococha. He designed two types of
housing: one type for tenants with 40m2 (132 square feet), and another for homeowners at 55m2
(180.5 square feet), with the possibility of growth horizontally and vertically within a lot
measuring 105m2. Even though additional institutional buildings were designed and built-such
as temples of the Catholic Church, the Evangelical Church of Peru, and the Assembly of God-I
have found no information to determinate if all additional buildings were design by Burga. Cesel
Engineers with offices in Peru, Ecuador, and Paraguay were responsible of project management,
review of designs, procurement, and bidding of construction as well as on-site supervision. The
international company JJC General Contractors were responsible for the urban habilitation, and
the construction of housing and infrastructure.43
Chinalco argued that 75% of the population supported relocation; however in April 27,
2010, at the ceremony for setting the first stone of the new town no local residents of Morococha
were present. In order to convince the media that the project had social support, the company
transported a group of people from another town to the site in 20 buses, while a police contingent
used force to control a group of about 50 local inhabitants who tried to intervene in the ceremony
with protest signs and placards. This was a repeat of an earlier event that took place when the
company presented the environmental impact report to the community in January of that same
44year.
In order to be able to deal with all the social agreements and community processes
needed to bring the project to fruition, Chinalco hired the consulting company Social Capital
Group (SCG)-an international firm specialized "in the analysis and management of the social
issues and risks associated with complex public and private sector investment projects."4 5
Founded in 1999 and with offices in Lima, Rio de Janeiro, and Washington D.C, SCG state in
42 Edvan Rios, "Morococha: El Primer Reasentamiento Polacional del Peri," Correo, October 30, 2012,
http://diariocorreo.pe/ultimas/noticias/2052140/mororocha-el-primer-reasentamiento-poblacion.
43 JJC, Proyectos, Mineria, Minera Chinalco Pern, http://www.jjc.com.pe/es/proyectos/miner.html
44 Ibid.
45 Social Capital Group, Overview, http://www.s-c-g.net/SCG/content/aboutus.php
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their website that the firm works with public and private entities in the sectors of extractive
economies, such as oil and gas, mining, petrochemicals, agriculture and forestry, as well as in
urban development and disaster management. They work with a team of experts that include
sociologist, anthropologist, political scientists and urban planners that function as facilitators
between the investor and the local communities. Their three areas of services are social
assessment, management planning and alignment, and implementation and outsourcing. In the
case of Chinalco-Morococha SCG has since 2006 working with enrollment processes to evaluate
the housing requirements, worked on a business census, and design community workshops about
housing and the inhabitant's preferences for a future city. SCG is the face of the Chinalco
company to the population and represent Chinalco in all the social and political activities in
which they need to be present.
JJC, Nuevo Morococha under Construction, 2011, digital image. Courtesy of JJC
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On October 29, 2012, the first group of 60 families was relocated to Nuevo Morococha.
The community is divided and almost 80% of the population declined to move to the new city. I
found in my research that the document "El convenio marco - para el desarrollo sostenible" (the
Framework Agreement for Sustainable Development), elaborated by the Morococha population
together with their mayor Marcial Salome Ponce-and that Chinalco is not willing to
acknowledge and sign-is a crucial document to understand the conflict. The settlers and
homeowner of Morococha are not interested in just a well-built house in the new town; they want
the company to sign the Framework Agreement and ask to have stable employment for 60% of
the population including their next generations. The Agreement states "mining in Morococha has
been going on since 1763, and many mining companies have passed through; however, our
poverty continues and private companies have never been our best allies." 46 The Framework
Agreement also asks for increase in revenue payment from 0.5% to 3% of the sale value of
minerals. In addition, they ask for compensation of 150 million dollars to the Morococha
population for emotional and economic damages resulting from relocation and for what they
describe as "the mutilation of their past, their history, their land, and their traditions."
Furthermore, the population also requires membership as shareholders of the mining company
with a worth of 10 million dollars. The Framework Agreement expresses the feeling of
disempowerment of the population, and their anger at not benefiting on the long-run from
loosing their land. It also makes apparent that when a company transforms the land in such as
massive scale, providing infrastructure and building a city, the corporation is perceived to be
acting as governmental or semi-governmental entity. The population sees them as the State
without full civic accountability, and in for this reason the Morococha population is asking for
more social accountability in the long term.
The mayor of Morococha, Marcial Salome Ponce, in an interview on national radio, said
that Chinalco used workshops and information campaigns to communicate only to the housing
association of Morococha, conformed by 900 tenants and inhabitants that rent but do not own
property in Morococha. This is the group that has already signed the relocation agreement with
the mining company, and as a result they received a bonus of ten thousand dollars, or a free
house in the new town. But the company does not have any interest to have an agreement with
46 Veronica Izausti, "Morococha, Un Tesoro de los Andes, Chinalco, Toromocho," TeleSur Pern, January 30, 2010,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDHs 1_TGO1E
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the broader citizen's commission named "Comisi6n Multi-Sectorial," conformed by groups of
homeowners like the Morococha Homeowner Association, who are inhabitants with property
rights. Mayor Salome mentioned that Chinalco took advantage of the situation in order to buy the
lots for the minimum price of $2 or $3 US dollars per square meter., To this day, and two months
after the supposed voluntary relocation, the Morococha Homeowner Association still has not
moved out and does not want to, they also feel they have more rights to this territory than the
company acknowledges. Johnny Frias, president of the Association said "just as the state values
the natural resources that are under the earth, they need to values our homes. We ask for better
conditions, we want to insure our future generations." 47
The federal government established an office to deal with social conflicts as an arm of the
PCM (Presidency of the Council of Ministers) to deal with the extracting conflicts. In December
13, 2011, in Lima an assembly was called ("Mesa de Diilogo") in order to achieve the
appropriate re-settlement of the Morococha residents with the participation of representatives of
the PCM, government official of the Junin Region, civil society, and the federal government,
together with the Chinalco mining company. Civil society was represented by 10 members
elected by the citizens of Morococha and accepted by the members of the assembly. Additional
members were the Monsignor Pedro Barreto Jimeno Archbishop of Huancayo; and the Vice-
President of the Regional Government of Junin, Americo Mercado. The assembly agreed to
include representatives from the affected area of Pucara and the vulnerable people from
Morococha.
However, several organizations in Morococha and Mayor Salome Ponce have stopped
participating since January 2011 because they are demanding the signature of the Framework
Agreement and the reevaluation of the environmental impact study of building Nuevo
Morococha. They are raising concerns about the site chosen which is in the wetland of lake
Huascacocha, which has high potential risk of inundation. The new technical report (N' 280-
2012) from the ministry of housing warns that the new settlement is in seismic and flood danger
because the site is a wetland and is in the bank of the Pucara river. 4 8
47 Milagros Salazar, "MINERIA-PERU: Drama en la laguna de colores," Blog del Peru Lemu, Un espacio Virtual
Para Defender Nuestro Espacio Vital, January 22, 2009, http://bloglemu.blogspot.com/2009/0 1/minera-per-drama-
en-la-laguna-de.html.
48 Lucho Arias, "Congresista Visita Carhuacoto y Confirma Irregularidades Cometidas por Chinalco," Morococha
Blog, http://morococha.es.tl/NOTICIAS.
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JJC, Nuevo Morococha: A Formal City, 2011, digital image. Courtesy of JJC.
Since the initial relocation in October 2012, different protests and street blockades have
been taking place in Morococha. One of the most significant and violent events took very
recently and culminated with police intervention in the Kindergarten School No. 512 Infante
Jesus de Praga located in old Morococha. The principal of the local educational management unit
or UGEL (Unidad de Gesti6n local Educativa), in charge of regional education and the schools in
the district, met this last Thursday, December 14, 2012, with the principals of the schools in old
Morococha to let them know that due to the fact that the Education Minister had already signed a
contract with the Chinalco company, it is mandatory that all teachers and students move to
Nuevo Morococha's schools. 49 The SUTEP (National Professor's Union) responded to this
demand: "We will stay."
The tension between the old Morococha inhabitants the government and the company
reached a boiling point on December 14 when the population became alarmed when they
realized of the arrival of workers from Social Capital Group who with the aid of "dissident" had
49 Educaci6n en Red, "Este lunes 10 reubican las escuelas de Morococha - La Oroya (R. D. N' 783-2012),"
http://www.educacionenred.com/Noticia/?portada=30132#ixzz2FFsl74zw.
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already packed the school's furniture, books and educational materials from Kindergarten No.
512 Infante Jesus de Praga. The parent stopped the attempted move, indicating that hours earlier
Ms. Meza Lizeth, from Chinalco's Community Relations, agreed to mediate with the regional
Principal of Education in Junin to call for a meeting and stop the move. However, sixty police
officers from Nuevo Morococha suddenly arrived in three buses with the help of a fourth vehicle
with settlers from the new city to push through the relocation at whatever means. Tear gas was
thrown affecting parents as well as the kindergarten students, thirty people were injured, and
leaders were violently evicted. When the protesters went to the police station in Old Morococha
it was empty as all the police units were involved with the eviction. Chinalco managed to
relocate the educational institution in the old town violently by midnight of that day. 50 Next day,
on Saturday 15th parents represented by the parent's association took the 5 additional schools in
Morococha, to safeguard that unreflective "authorities" or agents from the mining company evict
those schools as well.
In conclusion, what can we learn from building processes of cities like New Morococha
in comparison with processes that occur in the informal city and specifically to Cerro San
Cristobal? What are the tensions and points of inflection between a corporate project of an
instantaneous city, versus those of the self-constructed city, sedimented over long periods of
time? New Morococha's corporate project is more than a city, with all that this means in terms of
generating a sense of place. It is, in fact, a Chinese urban product for export, and an investment
tool to mitigate the problems that arise from mineral exploitation.
To animate the New Morococha with inhabitants is the last stage of the project. I describe
this as "animating" because during my visit in January 2013, the city remained largely empty,
without inhabitants, inanimate and lifeless. During my visit I saw that at the most half of the city
has been inhabited, while the other half remains in Old Morococha. This reflects the lack of
identification of the inhabitants with the product and with the process. I argue that it is not
possible to make a city in two years, and it is not possible to make an instantaneous city. It is not
possible to make it inclusive in two yeas and argue that the population has truly participated in
the definition of their city. Instant cities are the new products of the Chinese capitalism in their
expansive regime, in which cities are not socio-cultural entities but corporative by-products.
50 Luis Zevallos, "Morococha. Nifos ancianos y padres de familia denuncian a policias por agresi6n en traslado de
I.E," Noticias Peru-Hoy.pe, December 14, 2012, http://www.noticiasPeru-hoy.pe/morococha-ninos-ancianos-y-
padres-de-familia-denuncian-a-policias-por-agresion-en-traslado-de-i-e.
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uiacomo Lastagnoia, Main arreer oj ine ivew morococna, zui 3, aigitai image. courtesy or ine artst.
The project of urban sedimentation I described in Chapter 1, where occupation,
accumulation, and coagulation conform the urban process of informal consolidation, include
time as a determining factor for the constitution of the habitat. These stages will be used to
analyze Nuevo Morococha as a product of instant urbanism exported from China. When I
mention occupation, accumulation, coagulation, and consolidation as a process of urban
sedimentation, what I am doing is developing an organic and mechanical analogy as a dialectical
exercise that opposes the geologic, the urban, and the social. In my view, in the informal city the
social behavior of the people that inhabit is inherent to their actions in design and construction,
working as an organic process in time. Urban sedimentation implies an endogenous process in
the construction of the habitat, where occupancy is construed by inhabitation, rather than the
habitat's typology defining occupancy.
In the Asian model of the instant city the long-term processes that make up the informal
city are not present. In the case of Nuevo Morococha, design follows an exogenous system-
meaning from outside-where the company utilize the professional class to engage in an
administrative architectural exercise developed in only two years. In other words, in this case
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architecture and urbanism are conceived as a product that will solve not only the problems of the
inhabitants, more importantly, to solve the problems of the company to get to the ore below old
town. Nuevo Morococha is not a civic project, it is a corporative project that has the capital and
the capacity to plan and construct a large-scale project quickly. Chinalco Corporation has the
capacity to build an instant city, but it does not have the capacity to build an instant community.
To achieve the inhabitation of the new instant city the old city needs to be fragmented,
disaggregated, and disjointed. Instead of urban sedimentation in time, what takes place is
dissolution or liquefaction of the social unities administered by agents contracted by the
company.
An inverse process of what occurs in Cerro San Cristobal is what takes place in Nuevo
Morococha. In San Cristobal the consolidation of the informal city was slow, requiring
occupation and consolidation through a social and constructive exercise inherent to the
constitution of form and inseparable of social bonds that also consolidate at the same time.
Instead of gradual occupation and sedimentation, what occurs is transport and relocation of
population groups to a city that has already been designed and constructed and pre-defined. The
company that defined it and funded it engages in administrative control mechanisms. The city
becomes a series of service boxes to inhabit, where the population is a client to the company, and
not citizens. This represents a Modernist and authoritative position, where progress is assumed
based on an approximate number of square feet for housing, sanitation, and electrical services. In
the Andes this is all the more egregious where small towns grow in relation to the landscape,
sharing in the qualities of the environment. This is not the tabula rasa of Modernism, dressed
with a gloss of small-town, pueblito, rural architecture, but rather, in the towns and mining
hamlets of the Andes inhabitants identifies with the geographical and physical environment. In
Nuevo Morococha there is no identification of the inhabitant to the place where the city is
located, it is only a repetition of repeated concrete models, without variety or difference, and
with identical identities. Nuevo Morococha is an Andean Levittown51 mixed with a military and
mining encampment.
5' Levittown was an assembly line housing development, built for the US veterans after World War II, in which
thousands of identical houses were manufactures.
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2.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter I have a journey through the geological underground of Morococha and related it
to the historical "aboveground" of the city, to its visible narratives on economic policy, geology,
history, social struggles, and labor conflicts that have defined this place. I have presented the
work of the Marxist intellectual and leader Mariitegui, and described his influence on the
emergence of mining unions and on bringing visibility to the mine's plight. Lastly, the Chinese
era corporate mining has described the current conditions of the town and the issues with
population displacement, the destruction of the city, the creation of an instant city, and the
resulting break in social bonds. In this Chapter I have also argued that the case of Nuevo
Morococha offers a dialectical comparison of opposition to the urban sedimentation process of
the informal city of the Cerro San Cristobal.
I argue that while in the informal city the social and urban structures are built following
what I describe as a process of urban sedimentation, in Morococha the process that is taking
place is one of instant dissolution. By using the terms "instant" and "dissolution" I propose to
apply a speculative terminology by which the sociopolitical and geological transformations of
the place can be better understood. In my view, the mining city of Morococha has undergone a
progression towards instant dissolution in which geologic, economic, and social conditions have
slowly and relentlessly dissolved and disaggregated, creating the perfect conditions for what
Harvey describes as accumulation by dispossession. Dissolution, however, behaves in an inverse
way to the process of sedimentation. Instead of build up through long amalgamation of
gravitational forces that push toward consolidation, Morococha's marks a definitive progression
towards de-territorialization. Geologically the dissolution of the physical site as a result of
modem mining open-pit techniques has begun to occur by the instant process of territorial
blasting. Explosions literally and instantaneously liquefy the earth's crust into loose raw
materials. In this instantaneous act, a de-sedimentary action is performed in which the layers of
geological underground are immediately broken, fragmented, and unbound in order to liquefy
porphyry copper for extraction.
I believe that the process of materialization and de-materialization of the social, political
and urban structures of Morococha urbanism follows similar patterns as that of the instant
dissolution that is occurring underground. Underground gunpowder is used to immediately blast
the rock into small particles and liquefy the surface. Aboveground, the instant dissolution of the
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old town and the rapid urbanization of the new one, are equally violent, and as the population of
Morococha is slowly being forced to relocate to the new city, social fragmentation, and group
weakening is taking place.
In Chapter 1, I described the four stages of urban sedimentation as occupation,
accumulation, coagulation, and consolidation. This Chapter has elaborated the opposite of this
process in what I define as stages of instant dissolution generated by the mining hole and by the
instant city in the Andes. Both, urban sedimentation and instant dissolution also imply
alchemical reaction of radical transformation. As will be further developed in the next Chapter,
the traumatic stages of this social and geological displacement and deconstruction can also be
described in phases: weakening or debilitation; hemorrhage or liquefaction; unbinding,
disaggregation, and extraction; and abandonment or dispossession.
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Giacomo Castagnola, Relave/Tailings, 2013, digital photography. Courtesy of the artist.
Chapter III - Liquid Landscape
3.1 Introduction
Previous Chapters have researched from the social, political, historical, and geologic
perspectives as a way to understand the case of mining in Peru, with a specific emphasis on the
city of Morococha. This has been done to understand the form of research as an exercise in
investigation and as a tool for an admittedly speculative artistic practice. I have compared the
informal city to the instant mining city as representing opposites: one grows by sedimentary its
layers, while the other dissolves beneath the extracted mineral. By contrasting and opposing
these two types of historic territorial conflict I have been able to establish conceptual parameters
and formal processes that have been derived from each case. Continuing this format of research
towards establishing useful tools for artistic, architectural and design production, this Chapter
will work as a sort of catalogue of a few key examples of past existing practices, as well as my
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own projects, that will be help me develop a type of manual or tool kit for reflecting upon the
problems brought on by mining in Peru today.
The Peruvian Andean landscape reveal the collision of different spatial and temporal
economies, where the transformation of the land results from dislocation between two distant
economic systems that come together as part of global trade and its resources. This pre-
industrial landscape emerges now as part of large scale extracting economy through which the
local geography is fragmented, transformed and manufactured to fulfill the necessities of largely
foreign post-Fordism economies. For me this is an urgent theme that I need to understand and
tackle through my work. How can I as an artist, architect, or designer address this issue. The
answer is not easy because in my case there is also an issue of distance and dislocation. There are
also limits to tools of any kind, and it is difficult to influence complex real life situations under
any circumstances. Nevertheless, the advantage I have is that architects, designers, and artists
have always become immersed in topics that are not necessarily in their vicinity, and have
regardless been able to articulate projects that, although are not always able to solve the
problems, have contributed to bring visibility, other forms of interpretation and knowledge,
fundamentally critiqued, and therefore dislodged from their power position, the issues that
concerned them.
3.2 Artistic Strategies for Territorial Interpretation
The American Artist Robert Smithson provides for me an example of an artistic practice
that engaged with the built and unbuilt industrial environment as a way to find strategies outside
the classic constraints of art studio practice. Exploring the peripheral, the decentralized place,
and the leftover industrial environment, Smithson evolved an anti-studio or post-studio practice
as a way to address an anti-Modernist position. The rethinking of the artist position in relation
with studio practice was an essential antecedent to the shift toward Land Art practices. Smithson
walked out of the studio as a way to encounter industrialized spaces dispersed in mundane,
everyday contexts, not just in the city but throughout the "wild" American landscape as well. For
him, this was a landscape irredeemably touched by industry, however. Thus, the art critic
Lawrence Alloway first associated Smithson with the term "post-studio" when he describes
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Spiral Jetty (1970) as "a 'post-studio' system of operations."5 As Partially Buried Woodshed
(1970) exemplifies, two things are highlighted by this phrase: the extension of the studio to the
outdoors, as well as the application of "executive" or "managerial" language to nature since a
"system of operations" presupposes that nature and artist are part of a structure more associated
with manufacturing, industrial conditions and their management.
Kobert Smithson, Partially Iuried Woodshed, January 19/M, &ent State
University, Kent Ohio. One woodshed and twenty truckloads of earth.
In the mid 1960s, Smithson explored different industrial areas around New Jersey for
places where the constant transformation of the land by excavators and dump trucks had affected
sites by moving and relocating tons of material, earth, and stones. Smithson had a special
fascinations with slag heaps, bins of ore, leftover's sites, hill edges, and mines. As Caroline A.
Jones mentions, "Smithson's approach was far more complex than simple nostalgia, explicitly
deploying the irony, cynicism, and exhaustion associated with the postindustrial period. The
evocations of industrial mining were in part the emblems of a once-triumphant economy, but
2 Robert Hobbs, Smithson 's Unresolved Dialectics, in Robert Smithson 's Sculptures (New York: Cornell University
Press, 1981), 271.
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they were also moving toward compelling criticisms of its unsustainable approach to American
"resources"; emblems of lack, absence, and loss."5 3
Smithson proposed post-industrial earth works that take into consideration the land
devastation, ruins, or damaged sites that for him represented the concepts of change and entropy.
With a series of land-scale interventions, or earthworks, he introduced the concept of "site/non-
site," where the "site" occupies the gallery space with abstracted non-site elements, such as
mirrors, by relocation of stones or cartographic representations of a place. For Robert Hobbs,
Smithson's rediscovery of the picturesque landscape was a way to propose a false duality where
the industrial is opposed to the natural or picturesque but then assumed into the construction of
the artwork so that the industrial can also be understood as an "industrial" picturesque. The
picturesque landscape was, therefore, for him a dialectical landscape used to grasp the devastated
industrial geography in aesthetic terms. As Hobbs further argues, he was fascinated with the
scale of the waste and the pollution dispersed in the land as a source and material for his projects.
Smithson neither lamented the industrial waste, nor supported ecologically driven programs and
did not attempt to make any value judgment. In that sense he acted more as a formalist distancing
from the world through exploring the land.
Lara Almarcegui's aesthetic lies close to Smithson's preference for choosing leftover,
unmemorable places where the landscape is in constant change, in transition, and in
transformation through industry or urban development. The Spanish artist's work deals with the
physical matter of the built environment, and conceives building as temporal accumulations of
matter-such as bricks, concrete, stones, mortar and steel. Operating as an archaeologist, her
work tries to discover social history in the city through the material with which it is made. In that
way she opens up our understanding of contemporary urban and industrial landscapes
"conceived as simple as the uppermost layer of the Earth's crust."56 I believe Almarcegui's
practice works as counterpoint to the disciplines of architecture and urban planning where real
estate-driven economies push for the constant redefinition of the landscape through the use of
design and the managerial scientific practices toward the land. As mentioned by Max Andrews &
5 Caroline A. Jones, Hans Haacke 1967 (Cambridge, MA: MIT List Visual Arts Center, 2011), 329.
5 Robert Hobbs, Smithson's Unresolved Dialectics, 29.
* Ibid. 29
56 Max Andrews and Mariana Cinepa Luna, "Under Construction," Mousse Publishing, Archive, Issue #23, Portfolio
Lara Almarcegui, http://moussemagazine.it/articolo.mm?id=546
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Mariana Canepa Luna in their article, "Under Construction," her work "engaged with another
paradigm of development-the "soft" processes of slow decay, chance, erosion or entropy."5 7
Lara Almarcegui, Going Down Into a Recently Excavated Tunnel, 2010.
Photo: Alfonso Herranz, image courtesy of the artist and Ellen De Bruijne
Projects, Amsterdam.
For the project entitled Going Down Into a Recently Excavated Tunnel (2010),
Almarcegui organized a guided tour inside an excavation in progress in Madrid where the
Serrano Company was building an underground parking lot. The excavation was approximately
fifteen meters deep (50 feet) and had no concrete walls on place, exposing the geology of the
site, the material which that territory is made of. The work introduced the viewer to a history of
Madrid through the experience of its subsoil and to the multi-layers of earth accumulated
underneath the pedestrian urban surface. This artwork takes the form of a tour that was
conducted only on Sundays, which was the only day when the machines stopped operations.
These excavations were made to build three parking lots located above the future tunnel that will
link Atocha and Chamartin train stations in Madrid, Spain. The project not only reveals the
brutal nature of the ground but also the underground infrastructure of the city, as well as the
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natural and the man-made systems composed of water pipes, drainage system, phone wires,
underground rivers, electricity, internet, tunnels, train and parking lots. Almarcegui's research-
based practice applies diverse strategies to address the subject of the built and un-built
environment, such as documentary photography, cartography, publications and material
interventions to reveal the layer of history that this urban services and infrastructure landscapes
entail.
In Smithson's work we witness the shift from studio practice to post-studio practice,
which expand the enclosed narratives of Modernist aesthetics to a "Postmodern" aesthetic that
addresses the potentiality of peripheral contexts. With the work of Haacke the conception of
systems is introduced in both the production of art and its exhibition. In the exhibition Systems
Art, presented at MIT in 1967, Haacke produced a series of objects that he referred to as
"systems" rather that "works" where each "system" was intended to demonstrate different
physical phenomena, such as weather conditions, gravity and growth. With these works Haacke
made evident the relational qualities of objects, meaning that they are systems that have constant
interaction with their immediate environment, which results in the constituency of the physical
body itself. In the decade of 1950s and 1960s the concepts around systems were actively
emerging in various fields, with cutting-edge research being done at MIT where Haacke
produced his exhibition. According to Caroline Jones, Haacke was the fulcrum point between
higher academic research in systems theory at MIT and the art field.58
58 Caroline A. Jones, Hans Haacke 1967, 8: "Systems pervaded MIT. Fed by MIT professor Claude Shannon's
information theory and codified at the famous Macy Conferences in New York from 1946 to 1953, systems and
cybernetics stretched from Jay W. Forrester's applications in social science to the major contributions of Norbert
Wiener in mathematics and Vannevar Bush in computational engineering. Wiener, a galvanic presence at MIT until
1964, published Cybernetics in 1948, with a revised second edition put out by MIT Press in 1961. It's safe to say
that once Ludwig von Bertalanffy's General System Theory was published by the literature and art firm Braziller in
1968, the artworld had its bookend bibles for a systems revolution."
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IHans Haacke, Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, A Real-Time Social System, as of May 1, 1971, (detail), 1971,
Two maps (photo-enlargements); 142 black-and-white photographs; 142 typewritten sheets; six charts, an explanatory panel,
dimensions variable. Image from the Whitney Museum of American Art.
Jack Burnham wrote in his essay "Systems Esthetics," published in Artforum in 1968,
that "conceptual focus rather than material limits define the system." 59 Thus any situation, either
in or outside the context of art, may be designed and judged as a system. Inasmuch as a system
may contain people, ideas, messages, atmospheric conditions, power sources, etc., a system is, to
quote the systems biologist, Ludwig von Bertalanffy, a "complex of components in interaction,"
comprised of material, energy, and information in various degrees of organization."60 Haacke
began his exploration of physical, natural conditions without the involvement of human systems
as a way to avoid standard aesthetics discourses, such as emotion, interpretation, culture, and
memory.61 However, the work that he developed in the 1970s shifted from natural systems to
social systems, where museum visitor, real state, political votes and art trustees were the
relational components and material for his social systems works. In the piece entitled Shapolsky
59 Jack Burnham, "Systems Esthetics," Artforum September 1968, 32.
60 Ibid., 32.
61 Jones, Hans Haacke, 11.
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et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, A Real Time Social System, famously exhibited in 1971
Guggenheim Museum, Haacke presented a series of documentation and photographs that
revealed the questionable real estate transactions of Harry Shapolsky-one of the biggest New
York's landowners of slums in Manhattan. The museum director found the work of Haacke
problematic to the personal and business connections of the Guggenheim Museum board and
cancelled the exhibition six weeks before the opening. I believe his work provides an analysis
that goes beyond the physical qualities to understand the underlying relations between social,
economic, and natural systems.
The American art collective The Centerfor Land Use Interpretation (CLUI) was founded
in 1994 by Matthew Coolidge, the organization defines itself as "a research and education
organization interested in understanding the nature and extent of human interaction with the
earth's surface, and in finding new meanings in the intentional and incidental forms that we
individually and collectively create. We believe that the manmade landscape is a cultural
inscription, that can be read to better understand who we are, and what we are doing." 62 The
organization's approach is to function as a platform to investigate, recollect, archive and
redistribute knowledge about land uses in the United States, using as their channel of distribution
different media such as internet networks, exhibition for public institutions, and book publishing.
In addition CLUI gives public tours and provides services as information research resources
through their library, archive, and website. CLUI present themselves in their website as a kind of
land-knowledge engine, and describe their intentions of transforming the contemporary
landscape through the generation of knowledge about the land of different kinds, without
environmental or industry affiliation. In their aim to integrate different knowledge, resources,
Internet mapping technologies and distribution, CLUI focus on information, its distribution, and
management as the main core of their practice.
I am also interested in the work of American Artist Lucy Raven (1977-), and in particular
her photographic animation China Town (2009)-a work that she started during her residency
with CLUI. Raven mentioned in an interview with New York Times magazine that during her
residency at Wendover she was reading Robert Smithson's writing on mines as exhausted
monuments and this contributed to her idea of making an animation to the exhausted
62 Center For Land Use Interpretation, About the Center, http://www.clui.org/section/about-center
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monuments.63 China Town is an animation made with multiple single-shot photographs that
together trace the copper mining process from the point of extraction in an open pit in Nevada all
the way to the processing plant in China. She explains, "considering what it actually means to
"be wired" and in turn, to be connected, in today's global economic system, the video follows
the detailed production process that transforms raw ore into copper wire-in this case, the literal
digging of a hole to China-and the generation of waste and of power that grows in both
countries as byproduct." 64
What have I learned from these artists? What can I take into my own work as strategies
for addressing systems, and the needed balance between the natural and the unnatural, for
creating an aesthetic object and one that challenges and even shifts the conditions at hand? From
Smithson I take the concepts of decay and entropy, as well as the exercise of intervening directly
in the territory as an exercise in direct aesthetics that is later documented. His concept of site and
non-site has also been useful to me as I strategize forms of display and ways to present other
territories and lands in remotes sites. From Almarcegui I take her fascination with the city as
constituting another geologic strata, which I extend to the underground and the aboveground of
the mine and its relations. Almarcegui in my view does an archeology of the future in the
present. Her application of literal means and actual conditions, rather than representational and
symbolic means, is also remarkable. For example, her use of the tour to see urban infrastructure
that reveals all the layers of history, culture, and services, as part of the artwork, opens up similar
approaches to me. Likewise, Haacke's work helps me think of ways to represent information and
has informed a desire to engage and reveal the functions of systems. My interest in forms of
registering deterritorialization has become more sophisticated by learning from Raven's work
that follows from extraction to consumption of a mineral. While Haacke addresses related or
relational systems and underground finances, CLUI addresses another type of system, related to
the post-Fordist moment we inhabit, where economic growth is no longer aligned to physical
goods and physical labor. It is intellectual and creative goods, the knowledge economy, and
research technologies and health systems that drive the economy. CLUI works by accumulation
information, data bases, and digital archives distributed through the internet as a way to intervene
into the knowledge economy.
63 Kevin Mcgarry, "Greater New Yorkers, Lucy Raven," New York Times Magazine, May 13, 2012,
http://tmagazine.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/05/1 3/greater-new-yorkers-lucy-raven/
64 Lucy Raven, "China Town Project," http://www.lucyraven.com/#China-Town.
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In Chapter 1, I described four stages of urban sedimentation as occupation, accumulation,
coagulation, and consolidations. Chapter 2 has elaborated opposite of this process in what I
define as stages of instant dissolution generated by the mining hole and by the instant city in the
Andes, which are weakening or debilitation; hemorrhage or liquefaction; unbinding,
disaggregation, and extraction; and abandonment or dispossession. Together they can be
diagramed like this:
Urban Sedimentation -- Instant Dissolution
Occupation -- Dispossession
Accumulation -4 Unbinding
Coagulation E9 Liquefaction
Consolidation (+ Debilitation
My early interest in the informal led me to develop a series of strategies of design that
can be thought as organic, in which growth is tied to multiple elements, such as population
behavior, material resources, and social and political structures, constitute the form and
implementation of the design object. I see this as a natural way to build the city, rather than use
highly planned and managed design systems that seem artificial or foreign to the informal city.
With this mining research I have identified the conditions of a cyclic system that includes birth,
growth, transformation and decay within a cycle accelerated by economic forces. As opposed to
the informal city, where the evolution cycles constantly evolve towards stratification and
consolidation over long periods of time, in the mine due to the pressures for capitalizing the
ground, speed-up processes of instant dissolution and dispossession take place.
3.3 A Manualfor Instant Dissolution
My work over the last 10 years has engaged with ideas of growth, accumulation and
sedimentation through art and design experiments. Over the last two years at MIT, my practice
has emphasized research and information about the social and economic conditions that have
given rice to the crisis in the Andes. As a result my previous explorations on design through
growth and sedimentation, and through implementation of informal methods of production, are
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shifting towards including decay, fragmentation, liquefaction, entropy. I see both growth and
dissolution as part of a system that is not isolated, however, and that engages transformation
through death and dissolution as well as through growth. These are not opposites, however, but
are part of a interrelated larger cycle. This is why the informal hill and the formal hole are linked,
and why the formal economy of the mine is also creating the conditions of informal structures
through dispossession.
The table above with the opposite relations sedimentation and dissolution serve as guide
for the production and interpretation of my work over the last year when I have been producing
models, projections, earth accumulations, and display spaces as a way to address the territorial
conflict in Peru from different angles and mediums.
Giacomo Castagnola,
Courtesy of the artist.
eachiman Project, 2012, altered digital Image.
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Giacomo Castagnola, Guachiman Project (exterior view of the installation), 2012, wood, chair, archival material, file holders,
monitor with sound. Courtesy of the artist.
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Giacomo Castagnola, Guachiman Project (interior view of the installation), 2012, wood, chair, arc
monitor with sound. Courtesy of the artist.
In February 2010 I undertook a research trip to Lima to take photographs of different
kinds of informal urban units, each one with particular functions and behaviors. I took
photographs of guachiman houses disperse all over the city. The word guachiman is a Peruvian
Anglicism from the word "watchman" and refers to the guard or guardian who often guards
wealthy homes and business throughout the city. The guachiman is the person who gives private
security service to homes and the surrounding streets. I was never able to make use of this set of
photographs, perhaps because I was not then able find the appropriate way to include them
within my research. The use of these images of ubiquitous guachiman houses, and the figures of
the guards themselves, became more clear after the mining conflicts emerged in Peru in 2011,
producing uprisings from the communities all over the country trying to protect and guard their
land and resources from private extraction industries. In Lima, the guachiman is usually located
in middle-class or upper class neighborhoods; he is housed throughout the urban environment in
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small, personal kiosks, often made with found or left-over materials, and located in street corners
or next to the private home or institution he is guarding. The guachiman's work is essentially to
lookout by staying in one place in without moving from his post. The small guardhouse is
inhabited, therefore, 24-hours a day and becomes a micro-living room/office furnished to
maximized space, within the allowances of the employer.
For this project, I built a 1/1 scale guachiman house as an information space in which
documents about the territorial mining conflicts in Peru are displayed. Printed archival material
and articles hang from folders inside the kiosk, with one chair located inside to host the visitor
and give space to seat and read the material. Outside, in front of the house, one television
monitor supported by a chair shows a video of President Alan Garcia's infamous interview,
mentioned in Chapter 2, where he explains that Peru must "defeat the absurd pantheistic
ideologies" to avoid the return to primitive religious formulae of the Inca past. He also argued
that the people living with such "animistic" beliefs should let those that live in this time "benefit
from the investment in those mountains."65 This video was presented to create tension with the
information simply presented inside the kiosk and reveals the political economical attitude of the
President and the endemic racism of the ruling class against indigenous peoples. It was with this
project that for the first time I juxtaposed the informal constructions of in the city with territorial
mining conflicts in the Andes.
In Lima, the guachiman is the sentinel of the street corner in the neighborhood, and is
part of the collective memory of the city, in particular of residential areas. Housed in his micro-
unit, the guachiman watches and surveys one or two streets, one house, or one building,
depending on his employment. Together, they form a network of informal private security
guards. The indigenous peasants protesting for their land rights in the mining areas of the Andes
reminded guard the mountain, the apu, and the land. The hold the same position as guards, but
not just for private property, but rather for collective or other forms of property rights not usually
considered in neo-liberal economic programs.
65 Alan Garcia Perez, interview by Cecilia Valenzuela, Mira Quien Habla Show.
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Giacomo Castagnola, Cerro de Pasco: The Hill and the Hole, 2013, found luggage with cardboard. Courtesy of the artist.
The new geo-morphisms of the Andean landscape, manufactured by open-pit, mining
operations, informed the project Cerro de Pasco: The Hill and the Hole. Using model-making as
a medium to give physical form to the emptiness left by the mineral void extracted from the
ground. Cerro de Pasco is a city in the Central Andes that has the dubious distinction of having
the oldest and larges open-pit mine in Peru. Today the city has nearly disappeared as the mine
literally eats away at its streets and homes. Visualizing the geological displacement and de-
territorialization left by the mine terraces, the model reimagines the ground that has been
removed as a positive mass in the shape of a hill. The piece closes perfectly, as the sides
interlock into each other as their negative/positive halves complement each other.
To build the model information about the depth of the hole, size, and aerial photographs of the
open-pit were gathered. The small, object also functioned as a personal Cerro de Pasco able to
travel and transport easily. It was contained inside a piece of luggage to make this miniaturized
hill and hole a portable landscape, and an individual commodity, ready to go.
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Giacomo Castagnola, Liquefaction, 2012, garnet earth, plywood and projection. Courtesy of the artist.
Mineral detritus from the research production of the MIT Media Lab building was the
medium used to make a miniature hill within the building itself. The small hill or mound was
made with the sandy residue of a silicate mineral called garnet that is similar to a crystal in
composition, which is mined in the state of New York, and is used as the main element in water-
jet cutting, CNC machines. The process leaves a heavy clay by-product that is found in large
quantities at the Media Lab building. While I was exploring the way to present the dramatic and
overwhelming deterritorialization taking place in Peru, I struggled to address this delicate subject
from the context and distance of MIT's pristine environments. The use of leftover material from
the education industry allowed me to point to our own involvement in the use of minerals and
other materials on a daily basis. The Garnet hill served as earthy surface on which looped videos
of blasts and explosions of mines in operation were projected in slow motion. Animating the
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Giacomo Castagnola, Liquefaction, 2012, garnet earth, plywood and projection. Courtesy of the artist.
inert, static crystal hill, the projections of the slow explosions run with a smooth intensity, going
from faster eruptions to soft, earth and cloudy evaporations. In the middle of a dark room, and
surrounded by viewers, the piece also behaves as a campfire when the blasts emitted a
reddish/yellowish earth tone. Although they are also reminiscent of waves or clouds, or of a body
of waters in movement, these natural looking phenomena are industrial man-made explosions
projected over man-made refuse. The effect of liquefaction that this video produced in as it
contacted the garnet surface is something that I am only now able to define as a key
characteristic of the process of accumulation by dispossession. The process that I describe above
as "instant dissolution," the opposite of urban sedimentation is clearly expressed in this video
experiment, in which an instant gunpowder detonation dissolves instantly the ground into masses
of small pebbles and dust. This is the action of turning solid mass into liquid, and of unbinding
soil.
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3.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter I have developed a strategy for turning the research contained in this
thesis into a method of work for addressing issues of territorial conflict generated by the mining
industry. I have outlined artistic practices that have addressed in different ways land, territory,
systems, and information in relation to territory and economy. The work of Robert Smithson has
given me access to think about decay and entropy as positive art and design parameters within
cycle of constant transformation, while with Almarcegui I have looked at the city as a
manufactured layer of the geology, in which the artist turns into an archeologist of the urban
infrastructure. Haacke's relational systems of economic and cultural exchange have been
important in understanding how larger economic systems are invested in one another and
together contribute to the whole in globalized systems of capital. Raven's documentary methods
have been important, as have CLUI's have helped me to talk about the territory through
information as it generates a knowledge economy.
My own works have been presented as investigations into the application of
dispossession, liquefaction, unbinding and debilitation as design strategies that function through
an entropic condition of "un-design" which involves capturing and generating decay and decline
process as inherent to the evolution and transformation of the accumulation by dispossession
required of a globalized economic systems. I believe that economic systems and geologic
systems exist in parallel because both are structures that accumulate through time. My intention
is to talk about both through my work by intervening the physicality of materials through media
that is invested in a functioning economic system, such as work with extract specific sources of
material from already established business, such as quarries or mines, as well as creating
mechanical environments in which sedimentation can take place in real time.
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Chemistry (alchemy) begins with decay. Stripped before the mess-agents of decay, one can
always ask, "isn't thought a gaseous rot? "...the question reverberates cancerously through the fetid air.
Resistance to decay is both futile and Jertile. But then, what isfertility in the sense of resistance toward
decay? There is a yawning horror in this question.6 6
Reza Negarestani, Cyclonopedia: Complicity with Anonymous Materials, 2008
66 Reza Negarestani, Cyclonopedia: Complicity with Anonymous Materials, (Melbourne: re.press, 2008).
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